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CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY
INTERESTING tl INSTRUCTIVE.

Missionary Painting
Book.
BOOKS

With Notes by ELBANOR F. Fox. Small
4to, Price One ShUling, post tree.

FOR

The Book oonststs of twelve large
Coloured Plates with the same Pictures
in Outline on the opposite pages. The
countries drawn upon are Egypt, East
and West Africa, Palestine, Persia,
Incilil, China, Japan, and Canada. The
scenes and the people readily lend themselves to the purposes of a Painting
Book, and the Notes on the back of each
Coloured Picture will supply material
for thought to the young artiste at

GIFTS

work.

I

A NEW MISSIONARY BOOK
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

The Subjects of the
Shah.
By the Rev. 0. H. STILJWAN M.A. With
preface by the Bishop of Durham. 104
poges, imperlal16mo., bound In cloth,
with 60 Illustrations from photographs.
Price One ShUling, post free.
In the titles of his chapters the Author
has worked out an Acrostic on the word
PERSIA, and he takes his rooders across
some of the deserts and over the mountains of Persia, tells them about Persian
cats, and Persian manners and customs,
climate and products and gives a very
thrilling account of the terrible martyrdams of the old Persian Christians, and a
brief story of the C.M.S. Persia Mission.

BOOKS

FOR

XMAS

MONTHLY MAGAZINES.
The O.M. lntelligencer.

80 pages, royal 8vo., in wrapper. Price Sb:pa.oe. The Official Organ of the Society.
The O.M. Gleaner. 16 pages, demy 4to., in wrapper. Illustrated. Prioe
ODe Penny. The Popular Magazine of the Society, Speci&J. Bdition, on art paper,
Prloe Twopence.
Awake I 12 pages, crown 4to. Illustrated. Prioe One Halfpenny. A Magazine for Adults who know comparatively little of Missionary Work.
Mercy and Truth. 32 pages, in wrapper. Illustrated. Price One Penny. ~
,A ~cord of C.M.S. Medical Mission Work.
The Round World. 16 pages, in wrapper. Illustrated. Price One Half1141DDY· A Magazine for Boys and Girls.
Specimen Packet Free on Application.
~

J

History of the
Church Missionary
Society.
MANY

OTHER
BOOKS

Jfts Oinbir.onm.ent, it.s $ten, anb
its m:tork.
By EUGENE STOCK.
In three volumes, demy Svo., cloth,
bevelled boards, Illustrated by numerous
portraits etc., and supplied with Chronological Table of the principle events
a1fectlng the Society's History, a comprehensive Index, and Three Maps.
Price 18s. net. The Three Volumes can
also be obtained separately, Price 68.
each, net. Pott tree In each oase.

The
C.M. Hymn Book.
Containing 242 Hymns.

Musical Edition (Imperial 18mo.).
Twelfth Thousand.

FULL

Cloth boards (red), 2s. 6d. (2s. 3d. post
free).
Pastegrain roan, gilt edges, 5s. (48. post
free).
Turkey Morocco, red under gold edges,
'1&. 6d. (6s. post free).

LIST

Words Only.

(Imperial 82mo.).

Over 50,000 Copies sold.
Limp cloth, 2d. net (3d. post free).
Oloth boards and better paper, 4d. net
(lid. post free).
Specimen Pages of both •' Musical Edition "
and "Words Only" will be sent on appli·
cation.

The Society's Publications may be obtained through booksellers, from the C. M.S. Special

Agencies at Briotol, Olifton, Dublin, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Nottingham, and Reading, or
frotn the O:M, House, Salisbury Square, London, E.C. Orders for L<mdon should be
llddr-..1 •• Lay Secretary," and olieques, etc., made payable to Mr. D. Marshall Lang.

SENT
FREE

,
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THE CHURCHMAN ADVERTISER.

MUDIE'S LIBRARY
For the CIR.CULATION and SALE of all the BEST

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN, SPANISH,
AND RUSSIAN BOOKS.
TOWN S'UBSCBIP'l'IONS:

CO'UN'l'B.Y S'UBSCB.IPTIONS:

From ONE GUINEA per annum.

From TWO GUINEAS per annum.

LONDON BOOK SOCIETY (for weekly
exchange of Books a.t the houses of Subscribers) from TWO GUINEAS per annum.

N.B.-Two or Three friends may UNITE
IN ONE SUBSCRIPTION.

LIBRARIES & PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, TOWN & VILLAGE
CLUBS, SUPPLIED ON LIBERAL TERMS.
Prospectuses and Monthly Lists of' Books gratis and post l'ree.

CHEAP PARCELS SUITABLE FOR VlllACE ClUBS & liBRARIES.
The following Special Parcels of Second-hand Books are made up
and offered at the low prices affixed, net for cash with order :

50
50
12
12
20
21

Complete 1 Volume Novels by Popular Authors, rebound
in strong cloth, gilt lettered .
Volumes Assorted (25 Volumes of Travel, Biography,
etc., and 25 Yolumes Fiction)
Volumes of Recent Travel (demy Svos.), newly rebound
in cloth, gilt lettered
Volumes of Theological Biography, newly rebound in
cloth
Volumes of Miscellaneous Books, newly rebound m
cloth
Volumes of Political Biography, newly rebound in
cloth

63s.
63s.
40s.
40s.
40s.
40s;.

FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

MUDIE'S LIBRARY,

Limited,

30-34, NEW OXFORD STREET,
241, BROMPTON RD., S. W., & 48, QUEEN VICTORIA ST., E.C., LONDON.
AND AT BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

THE CHURCHMAN ADVERTISER.

WORI\S BY BISftOP OXEfi.OEft. ,
THE PATHWAY OF SAFETY; or, Counsels to the Awakened. Fcap. 8vo., Itk-ge
type, cloth, 2s. net. Cheap Edition, small type, limp, ls.

FAMILY PRAYERS FOR FOUR WEEKS.
Second Series. Fcap. Svo., 2s. net,
Large Type Edition. Two Series in one Volume.

·

First Series.

Fca.p. Svo., 2s. net.

Square crown Svo., 5s. net.

PLAIN SERMONS. With Memoir and Portrait. Crown Svo., 5s.
SHORT COMMENTS ON ST. MATTHEW AND ST. MARK. For Family:
Worship.

Crown Svo., Ss. 6d.

TOUCHSTONES; or, Christian Graces and Characters Tested. Fcap. 87o., 2s. Rd.
SHORT LECTURES ON THE SUNDAY GOSPELS. Advent to Easter-Easter
·

to Advent.

Fcap. Svo., 2s. 6d. each.

THE PARABLES OF OUR LORD. Fcap. Svo., 3s.
PORTRAITS FROM THE BIBLE. Two Volumes. Old Testament-New Testament•
Fcap. Svo., 2s. 6d. each.

OUR CHURCH AND HER SERVICES. Fcap. 8vo., 2s. 6d.
THE CHRISTIAN LIFE. Fcap. Svo., large type, cloth, 2s. 6d. Cheap Edition, amali
type, limp, ls.

CONFIRMATION. 18mo., cloth, 6d.; sewed, 3d.
COUNSELS TO THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN CONFIRMED; or, Now is the
Time to Serve Christ.

18mo., cloth, ls.

BAPTISM SIMPLY EXPLAINED. 18mo., cloth, Is.
THE LORD'S SUPPER SIMPLY EXPLAINED. 18mo., cloth, ls.
THE EARNEST COMMUNICANT. Common Edition, 32mo., Is. New Red Rubric
Edition, 82mo., cloth, 2s.
***OVER TWO MILLION COPIES OF THIS AUTHOR'S WORKS HAVE BEEN SOLD.

LONDON, NEW YORK AND BOMBAY: LONGMANS, GREEN AND CO.

THE EXPOSITOR'S GREEK TESTAMENT

I

EDITED BY THE

REV. W. ROBERTSON NICOLL, M.A., LLD.,
Editor of the" Expositor,"" Expositor's Bible," etc.,

The FIR.ST VOLUME, of 88o pages, handsomely bound in buckram cloth, consists of:

THE GOSPELS OF ST. MATTHEW, ST. MARK, and ST. LUKE.
Rev. Prof. A. B. B&ucE, D.D.

By the

THE GOSPEL OF ST. JOHN. By the Rev. Prof. MAROUS Dons, D.D.

"'l'he first thing that strikes one when he takes up the vo1ume on the Gospels is the uncommon hand·
someness o.f the hook. It is a joy to handle it and look into its pages. It is the very book to lure a student
into reading. The form is so superb, the paper so choice and so light, the margins so delightfully broad, the
type so clear and so tasteful. .. , The two scholar• to whom this volume has been committed are the very
men for the work. Each is a master of his subject, and each has gone into his task con amor<. • . • A work
worthy of the most cordial appreciation."-Critical .Review.

The'SECOND VOLUME, consisting of 954 pages, contains:

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. By the Rev. R. J. KNOWLING, D.D., Professor of
New Testament Exegesis, King's College, London.

ST. PAUL'S EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS. By the Rev. JAMES DENNY, D.D., Pro·
fessor of Systematic and Pastoral Theology, Free Church College, Glasgow.

ST. PAUL'S FIRST EPISTLE TO THE OORINTHIANS.

By the Rev. G. G.

B.A., Professor of Biblical Literature, Exegesis, and Classics, Headingley College.
The price of each volume is 2Bs., but for those who Subscribe NoiN the price for two
volumes is 30s. net.
FINDLAY,

FULL PROSPECTUS SENT FREE ON APPLICA T/ON TO THE PUBLISHERS.

"The work is one of great merit; the text is always carefully examined, with reference both to Hefenistlc
and Classical Greek, and the exegesis is evidently the work of thoroughl.Y competent persona. Not esa con•
picuous is the breadth of view. The introduction t~ the Acts is esp~Clally vo.l~ble. No book P> the New
Testament demands a better equipment both of learnmg and of sound JUdgment. -Spectator.

LONDON: HODDER & STOUGHTON, 27, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.
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CANON CHRISTOPHER ON

"The News" & "Home Words" Magazines.
HE Rev. Canon CHRisTOPHEB, of Oxford, has always been alive to the use of
T
the Press as the Church's lever for reaching the people. In the St. Aldate's
Parochial Magazine (Home Word& localized) he gives the following very practical
Catechism:
" How many of our readers are interested in pure literature for the home ? No
one can gau~e the power of the Press, and every member of our con~egation a.nd
every parish1oner should carefully and practically consider this quest10n. Now for
a short Catechism : (ll How many take in a weekly Church paper ? (2) How many
subscribe to a monthiy magazine? (3) How many see that the young read good
papers and magazines? If anyone would like to try a paper, let us heartily recommend The News as admirably suited for general reading by all who wish to become
intelligent Church folk at a cost of only one penny per week 1 And as to magazines,
the ever-welcome Fireside will bring very great enjoyment to the home at the trifling
cost of sixpence a month; whilst The Day of Daya and Hand and Heart, with Home
Word8, will almost supply a penny magazine every week. May there soon be a rush
upon our local booksellers for these most enjoyable publications 1"
We heartily thank Canon CHBISTOPHEB for his kindly words and help. The
clergy and our lay friends can do almost anything with the Press if they only try.
Local magazines especially should be worked by a good Committee ; and when a
monthly magazine is thoroughly established, the aim should be a weekly one- Hand
and Heart, The Day of Days, with Home Words, would cover three weeks. Why
not? How can a pennyworth of mental food supply the appetite of awakened
minds in an entire family for a whole month? Why, it is literary starvation 1
But we maybe told there is no apJ?etite. Well, that makes the matter still worse.
A parish without mental appetite 1s as bad as a parish that will eat no bread. But
it 1sn't thus. Poison in the form of error, if not vice, is consumed if bread is not.
Let every home have a pennyworth of good, wholesome, literary bread every week.
Aim at it, and it will soon be done.-7'he News.

)Qour

~arisb

Ellmanacll.

Our aim is to make onr Almanacks worthy of the high standard of art which should
always be associated with the Church of England.

THE FIRESIDE COLOURED ALMANACK.
BEAUTIFULLY PRINTED IN MANY COLOURS.
This will undoubtedly be the most popular Church and Parish Almanaclc for the year
19021 in view of the approaching Coronation and the burst qf loyalty and affection which
has followed the visit of the Dulce and Duchess of Cornwall and Y orle to the Oollmiea.

THE HOME WORDS ALMANACK.
The centre illustration represents
"r'::EI:EI L..A..I!!I"r' I!!I'UPPEE'l..
The other pictures, specially drawn for us, illustrate Baptism, Confirmation, and

the Conversion of St. Paul.
The Unique Character of the Almanack will be found in the arrangement for
noting down Church Engagements, which will be found of service by the Clergy and District
Visitors in visiting the homes of the people.
Tbe Arms of every Diocese are represented, and interesting particulars given of our
Cathedrals.
of "HoME WORDs,'' with full particulars as to FREE GRANTS,
cost of Localization, specimens of tbe two ALMANACKS, and
particulars of FREE LANTERN LECTURES, post free to any
Clergyman on application to "HoME WoRD!\'' Offices,

SPECIMEN COPIES
11,

LUDGATE SQUARE,

LUDGATE

HILL,

LONDON,

E.C.
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BISHOP.

FRE1JERICK TEMPLE,
Archbishop of Canterbury.
By W. FRANCIS AITKEN, Author of" Baden Powell,'' etc.
Crown Svo., 160 pages, with Portrait. ls. 6d. net.
LONDON: S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO., 8 AND 9, PATERNOSTER ROW;
AND OF ALL BoOKSELLERS.
A NEW ILLUSTRATED LIFE OF CHRIST.
In large crown 8vo., tastefully printed and illustrated, bound in cloth, gilt lettered,
price 5s. net.

The Son of Man :

A Plain History of the Life
of Our Lord Jesus Christ.

By ALEY FOX.
With a Preface by PREBENDARY E. C. SUMNER GIBSON, D. D.
Among the many Lives of Christ which have been published during recent years, it is believed that there
has been none which exactly occupies the position of the present one. Its chief feature is that it records the
Human Life of our Saviour in its Jewish settiug and with its original surroundings. The narrative is written
iu a simple style, which adapts it for the use of young people ; while the close attention to the aocurate presentation of the life and customs of the time of our Lord makes it worthy the study of more advanced
readers, who will understand and appreciate the local colour which is introduced into the narrative.

In crown 8vo., cloth, gilt lettered, price 3s. 6d.

Two Treatises on the Church.
The First by THOMAS JACKSON, D.D. ("one of the best and greatest minds otir Church has
nurtured").
The Second by ROBERT SANDERSON, D.D., formerly Lord Bishop of Lincoln.
TO WHICH IS ADDED

A LETTER OF BISHOP COSIN.
On "The Validity of the Orders of the Foreign Reformed Churches," printed previously
in 1843 and now reprinted verbatim.
The three Treatises here reprinted in a handy form are by authors whose names need no introduction.
If the two Bishops-Sanderson and Cosin-are the better known, Dr. T. Jackson is probably the ablTher ot_Jhe
three, and is comtnended as "one of the best and greatest minds our Church has nu~ured.''
e ew
advocated of the Church deserves the thoughtful consideration of all who pray for more umty.

In crown Svo., cloth, gilt lettered, price 6s.

Redemption According
to the Eternal Purpose.
By the Rev. W. SHIRLEY.
ELLIOT ~TOOK, 62, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.C.
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£1/iot Stock's NBW Publications.
BY THE LATE LORD BISHOP OF LONDON.
In foolscap Svo., tastefully printed and bound, price 5s.

COUNSELS FOR CJiURCJiPEOPLE.
FROM THE WRITINGS OF

THE R.IOHT HON. AND R.IGHT R.EV. MANDELL CR.EIGHTON, D.D.,
The late Lord Bishop oj London.

SELEOTED AND ARRANGED BY J. H. BURN, B.D.
"It would be difficult to overestirr.ate the value of a book like • Counsels for Churchpeople.' Bishop
Creighton is invariably clear, sensible, and suggestive, and his manner of treatment is admirably united to
the mental habits of the tlme.''-Littratun.

UNIFORM WITH THE ABOVE.
Tastefully printed and bound.

Price 5s., post free.

THE LifE OF CHRISTIAN SERVICE :
@. @ooft of ~kootion"f t6oug6fs.
From the Writings of F. ,V, FARRAR, D.D., F.R.S., Dean of Canterbury.
arranged by J. H. BURN, B.D.

Selected and

"An exceedingly valuable work, full of the choicest gems, brilliant and penetrating. Many a dull hour
can he made bright and cheerful by studying the thoughts of the venerable Dean, as depicted in the pages cf
The Life of Chri•tian <>ervice.' "-Family Churchman.
" Devotional readers will find very little to dissent from in these pages. They will certainly find much
from which to profit, aud, it is needless to say, many brilliant passages of great eloquence and power."-News.

Tastefully printed and bound, gilt top. 5s.

}iELPS TO FAIT)'( AND PRACTICE:
(J @ooft of 9itkoofion"f &e"bings.
From the Writings of HENRY SoOT'!.' HoLLAND, M.A., Canon and Precentor of St. Paul's
Cathedral. Selected and arranged by J. H. BURN, B. D.
"It will greatly please the admirers of the orator and preacher, and gratify his friends as a remembrance
of his deeds of kindness."--Churchwoman.
"There is not a page which does not contain a helpful thought or an inspiring message."-Quiver.
"A very charming book of devotional readings.''-Bristol Mercurv.
·
"A volume of reflections which will certainly prove helpful to many an earnest·minded person. "-Chu•·ch

Gaoette.

"We can recommend the book to those who have but little time for devotional reading.''·-Chw·ch Review.
"The book will prove very useful for short Lenteu realtings."-Pilot.

SEcOND EDITION.-In foolscap Svo., tastefully printed and handsomely bound, price 5s.

HELPS TO CODL Y LIVING :
@. @ooft of ~e,ofion"f t6oug6fs.
From the Writings of the Right Honourable and Most Reverend FREDERICK 'l.'EMPLE, D.D.,
LoBIJ ABCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY. Selected and arranged, with His Grace's permission,
by J. H. BuRN, B.D.
"We shall he surprised if thi& quiet little book does not do a solid amount of good on these lines. Church
men will receive it with a cordial welcome." -Guardian.
"The book is a distinct aid to devotional literature, the presence of an index contributing also to its
value."'-Family (Jhurchman.
"A good and suitable aid to meditation."-Church Family Newspaper.
"The work is likely to prove a helpful addition to devotionalliterature."-Aberd""" Journal.
"It is a beautiful book, The hest possible souvenir of Archbishop Temple."-E.!:pository Times.

ELLIOT STOCK, 62 PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.C.
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Now Ready, crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s. 6d. net.

'

Cb~ologp,

Old and

R~w.

By REV. W. F. COBB, D.D.,
Rector of 8. Ethelburga's,

Bishop.~gate.

~HIS

work is the first volume of a new series of Handbooks on Current Eoclesiast10al
Problems, entitled "U:be <.tbUtCb'S ®utlooh for tbe U:wenttetb <.tentUt}?."
It is written from the standpoint of one who believes that the present age is one
of transition as truly as was th3 sixteenth century, and that the surest way of avoiding another
religious revolution is by a frank acceptance of the assured results of modern critical thought.
The Church of England, the writer thinks, has within her the capacity for the leadership of the
religious life of the nation, but only on the condition that she eschew an obscurantist or sectarian
policy. What is good and true in the spirit of the age is, he holds, of divine origin, and marks
out the path along which alone useful progress is to be made. The headings of the chapters
which follow will show the subjects he treats of, and the character of his treatment. It is
believed that the outlines of later.day theology, as laid down in this volume, will help towards a
better understanding of the nature and scope of the religious problems which we set before this
present generation for solution.

\.W

INTRODUCTORY.
RELIGION AND THEOLOGY.
THEOLOGY AND SCIENTIFIC.
THE DocTRINE o~' GoD.
THE DOCTRINE o~· MAN.
THE DoCTRINE OF REVELATION.
THE DOCTRINE OF THE BIBLE.

THE DOCTRINE OF TRill INCARNATION.
THE DOCTRINE OF TRill ATONEMENT.
THE DOCTRINE OF THE CHURCH.
THE DOCTRINE OF MEDIATION.
THE DOCTRINE OF THE LAST THINGS.
RECAPITULATION.

The writer has endeavoured to combine the excellences of all three Schools of Thoughtthe High, the Low, and the Broad. His respect is given to the past, and his hope is in the
future, especially when freed from the "idols of the theatr~" which are so fascinating to many
to.day.
The following volumes of the CHURCH's OuTLOOK SERIES will be issued at short intervals :
OUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS ROME. By Rev. ARTHUR GALTON, B.A., sometime
priest in the Roman Catholic Church.
THE PLACE OF THE LAITY IN THE CHURCH. By Right Rev. ALFRED BARRY,
D.D., lJ.C.L., sometime Bishop of Sydney.
PERSONAL RELIGION. By RtJv. G. H. S. WALPOLE, D.D., Principal of Bede College,
Durham.
HOME MISSION WORLD. By Rev. R. W. HARRIS, M.A., sometime Secretary East
London Church Fund.
THE ENRICHMENT OF THE PRAYER BOOK. By Rev. F. E. BRIGHTMAN, M.A.,
Librarian, Pusey House, Oxford.
"Dr. Cobb approaches his subject in a liberal spirit, and his grasp of many fundamentals is strong and his
tone reverent."-1 he .Churchman.

•• t'BeofosB• <!>fb cmb {D:etu.''

can be had o; any Bookseller, or on thf BookstaUs,
of the Publisher,
ELLIOT STOCK, 62 PATERNOSTER ROW LONDON, E.C.

or
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In Medium Bro., printed on Art Paper and tastefully bound and fully illustrated,
price Bs. 6d. net.

SCOTTISH CATHEDRALS
AND ABBEYS:
THEIR HISTORY AND ASSOCIATIONS.
BY M. E. LEICESTER ADDIS.
ALTHOUGH there are several illustrated works treating of the Cathedrals and Abbeys of England,
and written in popular style, there is no similar comprehensive work relating to the
Cathedrals and Abbeys of Scotland in which the main historical facts, the legends, traditions,
and associations of sentiment and literature are fully recorded as distinguished from the architectural treatment of the subject.
In the present work all the recognised authorities have been consulted, and many are quoted ;
also the Chartularies and Church Registers ; the reprints of the various Text Societies ; the
edited editions of such works as the "Orkneyinga Saga," "Book of Deir," etc. ; and in every
possible manner the writer has verified her statements, so that the book makes fair claim to be
authentic in its facts from the days of St. Calumba to the Restoration of the Cathedral of
"ancient Brechin" and of the Royal Stewarts' .Abbey of Paisley.
LONDON:

ELLIOT STOCK, 62, P .ATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

In square crown Svo., handsomely bound in cloth.

Price 7s. 6d. net.

IN·A MINSTER GARDEN.
A CAUSERIE OF THE OLD TIME AND THE NEW.

By the DEAN OF ELY.
mlitlt mann quaint anb 13idu:u,;sque 3iUn-ettations of th.e j!tooks anb <Corn.er-e Df <!Uy
([ath.ebta! anb its -enn:ounbing,e.
EXTRACT FROM PREF .ACE.
This book is a medley of facts and fancies about Ely Minster-a causerie of the old time and
the new; of day-dreams hord meridiand in my daily pacing of the Cloister Walk from Prior's
Door to Refectory Wall ; of imaginary colloquies invented to cheer the loneliness of convalescent
hours in the Farmery Parlour; of parleyings as to "how heaven's high with earth's low should
intertwine "; of gossip about old books and old stones, and the "fair humanities of old religion";
of holiday impressions of men and things ; of "docurnenta "-as Hamlet says-" in thought and
remembrance fitted" concerning old leg~nds and modern problems.
CONTENTS.
Ex LIBRIS ELIENSIS.
.A MATIN SONG FOR CHRISTMAS.
IN THE CEDAR RoOM.
IN THE GARDEN AT THE LIBERTY,
SUNSET ON THE RIVER.
'!'HE DAME AND THE MONK.
"THE GREAT O's."
".AD N ATALEM DoMINI."
UNDER THE CEDAR.
IN THE MINSTER BY MOONLIGHT.
'l'HE PRIOR's HoLIDAY.
ON THE WALSINGHAM WAY.
THE PRAYERS OF A SAXON EARL.
IN MEMOBIA.M.
THE PRIOR's HoLIDAY IN THE NEW WoRLD.
BRACKETED,
ELLIOT STOCK, 62, P.ATERKOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.C.
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EDUCATIONAL.

DOVER
t>ea"master :

COLLEGE_

REV. W. C. COMPTON, M.A.
XHIBITIONS (£20) for Sons of Clergy. Full Fees, £80 Recent Successes include
.
Six Scholarships (open) at Oxford and Cambridge. Ninetee~ out of twenty-one paaaed
-direct, first try, into Woolwich and Sandhul"St.

E

Every Boy has a separate Bedroom.
SEPARATE JUNIOR SCHOOL FOR BOYS UNDER THIRTEEN.

WORCESTER CATHEDRAL KING'S SCHOOL.
Head Master: Rev. W. H. CHAPPEL, M.A.,
Formerly Scholar of Worcester College, Oxford, and lately Assiata"t and House Master at MarlboroKgh CollqJe.
First-Grade Endowed School. Public Sch.JOl Education at moderate cost. Twenty King's Scbolara
:.receive Tuition Free. Election annually in November. Valuable Exhibitions ..t tbe Universities. Spacioua
modern Boarding House. Healthy Site. Special Terms to sons of Ulergy.
For Prospectus and Honour List apply, THE Hun MASTER, SCHOOL Houss, WoacESTBR.

DAVENTRY GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
Founded A.D. 16oo.
puBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION at moderate cost. Resident staff of University Graduates In Honours.
Entrance scholarships. Special terms for sons of clergy ll.lld medical men. 8ound Church teaching.
Hee.ltby situation, 800 feet above sea-level. Good buildings. Large Playing-fields, Laboratory, Gymnasium,
. }'Ives' Court. Experienced Matron.

Entrance Scholarship for Sons of Clergy naturally reducing Fees.
For Prospectus apply: REv. H. JORNSON, Head Ma,ter.

WARWICK

SCHOOL.

Hun MAsTER: Rev. R. PERCIVAL BROWN, M. A., LATE ScHoLAR oF TRINITY CoLL&o•, CAKBRioos.

Fees.

£80.

·THE School was chartered by Edward the Confessvr. Buildings entirely modern on beautiful and healthy
country site. Chapel, Gymnasium, Sanatorium, Workshop, Fives' Court, Bicycle House, etc. Excellent
boarding-houses for over 100 boarders. \Jiassical and Modern bides. Sober Church teaching. Special Army
.and Navy claases. Leading Exhibitions of £50. Boys may enter the Junior House from the age of eight.

THE FEBNS, 133, GBEEN LANES, N.

(Near Hlghbury New Park, London.)
RS. WATKINS (successor to the MISSES BIROHALL) receives a limited number of RESIDENT PUPILS.

M

Large Staff of highly-qualified Teacl>ers. Home comforts and lo•ing care, combined with a high·claoa
.education, based upon Evangelical Christian principles. Eminent ProreSbors attend for Languages, Elocution,
tknence Lectures, the Accomplishments, etc. Prepar-ation for all Examinations. Large Garden for Tennis
-and other Uames. Domestic Students received. 'fERMS: 60 to 75 guineas per annum. Highest references
to Clergymen, Parents, etc.
!

SPECU.L ARRANGEMENT l"OR ENTIRE CHARGE OF PUPILS Io'ROM ABROAD.

NOW READY.

CHEAP AND EIGHTH EDITION.

In demy 12mo., tastefully printed and bound, Is. 6d. post free.

,.NOTES FOR BOYS

(and their Fathers) on

Morals, Mind, and Manner•. By "AN 0Lu BoY."

:

"The advice is simply excellent. It is practical, minute, and altbongh high-toned, not too stringent."
--Literary World.
"The teaching is high-principled, liberal-minded, and drawn from practical experlence."-Chri•tian World.

"An admirable little volume, full of sound sense and wise suggestions, plenty of sympathy. with whole·
..aome liberty."-.Dait.v Neu:•.
.

ELLIOT STOCK, 6:1, PATERNOSTER ROW, .. LONDON, E.C.
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METROPOLITAN DRINKING FOUNTAIN & CATTLE TROUGH ASSOCIATION.
PATRONESs-HER MAJESTY QUEllN ALEXANDRA.
FUNDS URGENTLY NEEDED. SUPPORTED ENTIRELY BY VOLUNTARY CONTRmUTIONS.
Offices: 701 VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

President-HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF PORTLAND, K.G., etc., etc.
Cbainnan-MAJOR-GENERAL HON. H. F. EATUN.
Treasurer-HENRY GUUNEY, Esq.
Secretary-CAPTAIN W. SUrlPSON.
Committee-VENERABLE ARCHDEACON S!NCLAIR.
This is the only Society providing FREE SUPPLIES OF WATER FOR MAN AND BEAST IN TB&
STREETS OF LONDON. The Association being ent1rely dependent upon voluntary contributions of the
be!:levolent for ability to sustain and exknd its work, the COMMITTEE VERY EARNESTLY APl'BAL
fOR LIBERAL HELP, to continue a work which has done so much to promote Temperance and allevilite
suffering.
Annual Subscriptions and Donations will be thankfully received by the Bankers, Messrs. Barclsy and Cc.,
1, Pall Mall, East, S. W., and 54, Lombard Street, E. C., or by the Secretary.

ECCLESIASTICAL INSUB.ANCE OFFICE LI•.
FIRE INSURANCE.

GLASS INSURANCE.

BURGLARY INSUR~NCE.

The Surplus Profits are devoted to Institutions, etc., for the benefit of the Clergy and of I.Jhurch objects.
Already a sum of £33,000 has been so distributed, including £3,000 to the Queen Victoria Clergy Fund.

For Information and Forms, apply at the Joint Offices of the E.ccleslastlcal Jnsursace Offlc:e,
Llm., and the Clergy Pensions Institution, 11, Norfolk Street, Strand, London, W.C.
JOHN DUN CAN, F. LA., &crcl4rr.
"This is a serious attempt made i7,1 good faith to help the Clergy to help themselves, and to husband the

existing resources of the Church."-Guardian.

CLERGY

PENSIONS

FOUNDED 1886.

INSTITUTION.

INCORPORATED 1892.
The ARCHBISHOP 01" YO:&Jt.
The distinguishing characteristic of the scheme of the Institution may be concisely stated in the three words,
"Self-help aided." Clergymen who wish to secure the benefits of the Institution for themselves or their
familiae, exercise self-help by making payments in purchase of Benefits; while Honorary ContributiOD& are
applied to augment the Benefits so purchased. The Institution comprises the following Funds:
1. Clergy Pensions Fund ; 2. Sickness Fund: 3. Personal Accident FUnd; t. Wl4ows an4
OrPhans l:"und: 5. Daughters Fund: 6. Other Benefits Fund.
Joint Presidtnto.-The AROHBI.HOP OF CANTERBURY.

"For Information and Forms, apply at the Joint Offices of the Ecclesiastical lnsuramc:e Office,.
Llm., and the Clergy Pensions Institution, 11, Norfolk Street, Strand, London, W.C.
JOHN DUNCAN, F.LA., &crota.'7J.

Mrs. Harcourt Mitchell writes : " Churchwomen should support an organ of their owu.'•
"The Churchwoman" is published specially for Churchwomen, therefore Churchwomen should support

€burcb\uoman.
AN ILLUSTRATED DEVOTIONAL AND PRACTICAL REVIEW.
EDITED BY

G. M. IRELAND BLACKBURNE and H. P. K. SKIPTON.

Published every Friday, Price 1 d.

Annual Subscription, 6s. 6d., po5 t free.

THE CONTENTS DURING THE PAST YEAR HAVE INCLUDED:

Articles

" Bea.sons Why."
By the late Mr.s CHARLOTTE M. YONGE.

"'rhe China. Cupboa.rd."
By Miss CHRISTABEL COLERIDGE.

"Sunda.y by Sunda.y ."

By the R ..Y. MELVILLE SCOTT.

Kymn 'runes.

By ARTHUR HENRY BROWN.

By tne VERY REv. PROVOST BALL, Mas. BENSON, MRs. JEJ:\OME MERCIER, and othey
writers of note, while the genell>l ccntents include a Devotional Kalendar and Teaching.
Leaders and well-informed Notes on Current
Topics, Reports of Church Meetings and Ch!l.ritable Work, A Young People"s Page, Articles on
Needlework and Women"• Work generally; Reoviews of Books, and Correspondence.

Specimen Copies sent post free upon application.
PUBLISHING

OFFICES: 2, EXETER STREET, STRAND, LONDON,

w.c.
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MORAVIAN MISSIONS.
(EsTABLISHED 1732.)

Qf£.DEST TO HEATHEN -FIRST TO LEPERS.

Present Position and Pressing Needs.
FOR GENERAL FUND-largely increased annual help (at least
£4,000) if existing Missions are to be maintained and Deficiency averted.
FOR THE LEPER HOME, Jerusalem, £500 is wanted at once to provide a new
and larger Water Reservoir, which has become indispensable.
in number!

The Patients have doubled

FOR LABRADOR, hitherto self-supporting, but suddenly crippled in its resources,
£2,000 annually is urgently required for a few years, until the Mission
can be re-established. For this need, and to avert loss to the General
Fund, an ADDITIONAL Fund is being raised.

Will God's people make these needs a subject of EARNEST PRAYER?
CONTRIBUTIONS WILL BE THANKFULLY RECEIVED
aad information given by the REV. W. WETTON COX, at the omces ot the LONDON
ASSOCIATION, 7, New Court, Lincoln's Inn, LONDON, W.C., who will also gladly arrange
for Meetings, Sermons, Lectures, etc.
N.B.-About one in sixty members of the devoted little Church is a Missionary, and so
richly is their work blessed that those gathered out of Heathenism number near 100,000, or
some three times as many as the Parent Church. There are some 190 Stations, and the
.annual expenditure has averaged under £80,000, of which nearly two-thirds has been raised
from various sources in the foreign field.

THE ORPHAN WORKING SCHOOL,
HA VER.STOCK HILL and HOR.NSEY R.ISE.
Founded 1758.

HIS MAJESTY THE KING.
PATRONS { HER MAJESTY QUEEN ALEXANDRA.
TREASURER: HORACE B. MARSHALL, Esq., J.P., D.L., Sheriff of London.
mAINTAINS and Educates Five Hundred Fatherless Children, varying in age
~~~ from lnfanc:v to Fourteen Years. An Undenominational Institution
supported by Volunta•y Contributions.
Help for the "Fatherless and the Widow in their atlliotion " is urgently needed.
Contributions will be thankfully received and all infonnation given by
ALEXANDER GRANT,
OFFICE: 73, CHEAPBIDE, LONDON, E. C.
Secretary.

Spantsb

~ Portugu~s~

Jltd
President:

RIGHT

Cburcb

soct~tp.

REV.

BISHOP

INGHAM,

D.D.

:EI:EL::E'"' "'':TEE.GEN'TL"Y :LVEE:J:»E:J:).
The

Bishop of Durha.m writes, Oct. 30, 1901: "The Society's work has A VERY WARM

l'LA.Cll: IN li.T HBART."
Contributions will be gratefully received by the Rev. H. E. NoYES, D. D., ;or _by the' Rev. Taos. J_
M.A., Secretary, Church House, Westminster, 1:!. W.

Pm.v•RTArr,
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~he

](ational
hotestaT\t ehureh UniOT\.
To Promote the Principles of the Reformation as set forth in the
Prayer Book and Articles of the Church of England.

President-W. D. CR.UDDAS, Esq.
Chairman-The R.ev. Prebendary H. W. WEBB-PEPLOE, M.A.
Treasurer-T. VICTOR. BUXTON, Esq., J.P.
General Secretary-Sir C. R.OBER.T LIOHTON.
The Committee EARNESTLY APPEAL for the INCREASED SUPPORT of 1,000
NEW MEMBERS to enable them to extend the publication and lecture work of the Society.
Full particulars of the Society's objects and operations and terms of membership can be obtained
on application to the Secretary,

OFFICES OF THE UNION,.
32~, BEGENT STBEET, LO:&'DO:&', W.

. ·¥!"';:;

~il~:~lll
;:j

I!

f$ .,

~

!>t'

t:1

Handkerchiefs a Great Speciality.

FRIENDS OF ARMENIA.

c. ~ ~:\ ~
\ea
~ "6 .,. ~
~\~<?..~
. '!·

'tt

0111ce 1 fo7, VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER., S.W.
Hnurs

10

to 6.

Saturday,

10

to :r.

Scottlah Depot 1 fo, Hartlngton Place, EdinburP,
Prol!dont-The LADY FREDERICK CAVENDISH.
Vlco·Preoldonta-The HON. MRS. FRASER and MRS.
ALFRED BOO~H.

I

Chairman of Committee-E. WRIGH'l' BROOKS, Esq.
~reasuror-HECTOR MUNRO FERGUSON.
Secretary-MISS. E. CAN~W.

GOODS BOll'G:S:'r S'rBAIG:S:'r :PBOlll

.,()~~~
.o'\
~
~,~
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~ :0~lA ~"
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ALL PROFITS TO THE WIOOWS AND ORPHANS.
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THE EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE.
Tlte Council of tlte Evangelical Alliance specially ask for continued financial ltelp and for
prayer. Tlte need is urgent. .Moneys are required for work on tlte Continent and infar·oJllands,a&
also in Gt·eat Britain. Tlte Council desire to give ltearty tltanks for tlte help alt·eady t·eceived.
Subscriptions of smaller amounts will be gratefully acknowledged, but donors of £20 and upwards
will be entitled to all the privileges of Life Membership of tlte Alliance.

The approaching great International Conference in Hamburg in August 27th-31st, 1902,

'Will entail a very large expenditure of money, and the Council look for support in this ef!'ort,

so helpfill to the Gospel on the Continent.

Contributions and names of New Members rnay be sent to the Secretary, 7, Adam Street,
Strand, W.C.

ANNUAL CONFERENCE AT BOURNEMOUTH,
November 26th, 27th, 28th.

THE CHURCHMAN ADVERTISER.

HELP POR THE OUTCAST.
102 LABOUR HOMES and Agencies in all parts or London and the Provinces,
from Edin~h to Plymouth, and Cambridge to Dublin, for Men, Women, Girls and Boys,
Inebriates, First Olfenders, Discharged Prisoners, Ex-conVicts, Tramps Hooligans Destitute
Starving, and all who have "gone under" in the sea of life. Every daae dealt With whoui
irrespective of creed, and no helpable person ever refused instant practical help; 30,000
cases dealt with yearly ; 56 per cent of those received started atresh in life. Headquarters
sta1r almost wholly honorary. Donations, and cast-off clothing of all sorts urgently needed.
Bankers, Barclays.
Rev. W. CARLILE, Hon. Chief Sec.
Church Army Hdqrs., 130, Edgeware Rd., London, W.

IlfPAlfT OB.PB:Alf ASYLUM, WAlfSTEAD.
Patron-HIS MAJESTY THE KINO.

This Institution entirely maintains and educates in accordance with the principles of the Church of
England the orphans of those once occupying a fair position in life. Since the foundation of the Asylum
4,460 Children have been received, and there are nearly 600 on the books at the present time.
'
It is dependent on Voluntary Contributions for five-sixths of ite income, and the Managers urgently
ask for NEW ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS to meet the heavy deficiency which deaths, removals and other
causes have produced. The expenditure is very heavy this year owing to many absolutely necessary repairs.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION-One Vote, >os. 6d.; Two Votes, £• ••·; LIFE SUBSCRIPTIONOne Vote, £5 ss.; Two Votes, £>o >os.
Onrc£8-QS, LUDGATE HILL, E.C.
BANKBRs-MESSRS. WILLIAMS DEACON'S BANK.
A. HARIJING GRBEN, &e>·<tary.

PROTESTANT BEPORlVlA.TION SOCIETY.
The OLDEST Church Society for the Maintenance of the Religious Principles of the Reformation.
The ONLY Mission to Roman Catholics in England.
(Established 1827.)
MISSIONARY.

EDUCATIONAL,

EVANGELISTIC.

Resident Missionaries to Roman and Ritualistic Centres.
Sermon• and Lectures by the Rev. C. H. H. WsiGHT, D. D., M.A., Ph.D., Clerical and General Superintendent.
Educational Lantern Lectures on Church History by the Organizing Secretary, WALTER A. LIHBRICK.
Cheap effACtive literature dealing with subjects of present importance.
Donations, Su~tions, or requeAts for Lectures or Sermons should be addressed to the Secretary.
~d.s

a.re

"I:Trs-e:n.t~y

1'\Teed.ed..

WALTER A. LIMBRICK, Secretary, 62, Berners Street, London, W.

T:S:E PB.OTEST.A.:N'T A.LLX:.A.NOE
IS

The OLDEST Soclet:y

Which has for ite object !;he UNION OF ALL PROTESTANTS in maintaining the Scriptural Principles of

the Reformation against Ritualism and Romanism. It is

The ON LV Societ:y

Having an ILLUSTRATED Protestant Monthly Paper, poet free to Members. A copy of the current issue
will be sent GRATIS on application.
Contributions in support of the general work of the Protestant Alliance will be thankfully received by

S. W. BRETT, SECRETARY, 430, STRAND, LoNDON, W.C

THE EAST END MISSION TO THE JEWS.
Funds urgently needed towards the MEDICAL MISSION, the GENERAL WORK.
The CHARITY WORK, to alleviate the sufferings of the sick and distressed.
5,000 sick were treated at the Mission last year. Many confessed Christ.

Secretary: D. OPPENHEIM, 119, LEMAN STREET, E.
Bankers : LONDON & WESTMINSTER BANK.
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BIBLE LANDS MISSIONS' AID SOCIETY (Founded 1804).
Office:

7, Adam St., Strand.

Rev.

W. A. ESSERY, Hon. Sec.

BY well-known national causes our Income was so reduced last yea.r

that many usual grants made by the Society were Shortened, and
some entirely cut o:ff. The Lord's impoverished workers in Bible Lands
pathetically press us to send them our Aids this year; to do so we need a.
generous increa.se of £7 50. These Aids go to na.tive churches a.nd
pastors, to schools and tea.chers, to hospitals andpa.tients, a.nd to children
in Armenia.n orphana.ges. We aim to evangelize the Bible Lands. Will
the readers of the "Churchman" kindly send us contributions in this
present and instant need?
XI!f!f AIB.D, Trea.surer.
The Lord Bishop of Durham and the Rev. Preb. Webb-Peploe are members of our Hon. Council.

SOCIETY FOR RELIEF OF PERSECUTED JEWS.
Poor Jews in Jerusalem have suffered most severely this last year from disease and
water famine. Relief given in the year to 8,834 souls, besides employing 70
men daily on Abraham's Vineyard.
Many more ask for work.

FUNDS URGE NTI.V

NEEDED for Food, Fuel, and Employment.

Hon. Treasurer: F. A. BEVAN, 54, LOMBA»D Srru:ET, E. C.
E. A. FINN,
41, PARLIAMENT STREET, s.w.
Secretary:

A NATIONAL APPEAL.

URGENT.

To

Goon
Wo:aK ol' THII

OOKPLBTB THE

5AMABIU•

"LIBERATOR" RELIEF FUND.

Patron-H.R.H. PRINCE CHRISTIAN.
A further £10,000, or 200,000 shillings, still urgently needed to give relief to hundreds of aged, destitute,
and atllicted victims of the grest "Liberator" fraud whoweretaughtandtrained in habits of tempemnoe aDd
tl:.rlft by their trusted leaders, only to find themseives suddenly robbed of their life savings, and driven to
face the dresded workhouse, in spite of all their praiseworthy endeavours to make some provision for their
old age. Ninety per cent. of these sufferers are members of some section of the Christian Church.
"Bear ye one another's burdens, and so ful1U the Law of Christ."
There are S,OU cases on the Books of the Fund, of whom 1,M8 are Widows or Spinsters. 824 are over 'IQ
Y"""" of age, 233 are over 80 yesrs of age, 1,486 are over 60 yesrs of age. Desths through the disaster over480.

"X" El: El

El Z "X" "X" EEl.

C El. 'Y

F

0

El.

EE::EI LE""

Is still coming to the Committee from sufferers who have bravely borne with their difficulties, till sickness or
great destitution has compelled them to apply. £10,000 required for new and urgent cases.
Cheques and P. 0. 's should be made payable to the " Liberator" Relief Fund. crossed "The London City RDCl
lrfidland Bank," and sent to the Secretary, Rev. J, STOCKWELL WATTB, 16, J'arringdon Street, London, B.O.

THE MISSIONS TO SEAMEN.
Patron: His MAJESTY THE KING.

Vice~ Patron&:

H.R.H.

THE DUKE OF

CORNWALL AND YORK,

K.G.
THE FOUR ARCHBISHOPS,
TBE BISHOPS, etc.

Labours afloat and
ashore, at home and
abroad, among seamen
of all classes and na·
tions, :fishermen, bargemen, and emigrants.
Seventy-three barbours
are occupied. Expenditure in 1900, £49,166.
Increased Contributions and Offertories, urgentlyneeded, should be forwarded to the Secretary,
Commander W. DAWI!ON, R.N., 11, Buckingham Bt.,
Strand, London, W.C.

CHRISTIAN
EVIDENCE SOCIETY,
!016, CHAB.Ilii'G CBOSS, S.W.
President-THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY.
Vice-Prasident-SIR G. G. STOKES, Bt., F.R.S.
Chairman of Council-THE LORD CHANCELLOR.
Treasurer-H. GOSCHEN, Esq. . .
.
Secretary-REV. C. LLOYD ENGSTROM.
Bank:ers-MESSRS. BARCLAY &; CO., Pall Mall
East, S.W.

Objects.-To declare and defend Christianity
as a Divine Revelation, by Lectures, Sermons,
Classes for Study and Examination (with
prizes, etc.), Publications (books and tracts),
correspondence, and interviews. An Evidential Mission, in London and great provincial
centres, of the highest order will (D. v.) com·
mence January, 1902.
FUNDS MOST URGENTLY NEEDED.

'l'HE CHURCHMAN ADVERTISER.
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PALESTINE, EGYPT, Etc.
COOK'S

SELECT

CONDUCTED

TOURS,

Leavin~ London February 4th and 18th,
V~sitin~ the HOLY_ LAND (Jerusalem, Jer?-cho, Nazareth, Damascus, etc.), Alexandria, Cairo,

Ntle tr1p tn the Ftrst Cataract, Constantmople, Athens, etc. Also shorter Tours, leaving
LONDON February 25th, March 4th, 11th, 18th, 25th, and April 14th.
Independent Tours available for one or more passengers, arranged to start by any route at
any date, time, or point, and for ascending the Nile to the First and Second Cataracts in tou'rist
steamers fitted with every luxury.

Pamphlets with Maps and Plans post free.

THOS. COOK & SON, Ludgate Circus, London, and Branch Omces.

BOOKS PURCHASED

''FRAME-FOOD."

In response to many applications from
persons in di.fferent parts of the country, MR.
ELLIOT STOCK has arranged to Purchase
Librarie.~ and Cases of Books from those who
wish to dispose of them. On receipt of a list
of the Books for Dispo.sal, an estimate of their
value v.•ill be forwarded, and the agreed
amount will be paid in cash, or given in new
books, as may be desired. All applications
for the Sale of Books should be made to-

Possess~s all the constituents necessary for the
full development of Infants and growing chil·
dren. The most easily digested food on the
market; specially suitable for Infants, however
voung, who are deprived of Breast Milk.

I

I

Sold in tins, 18 oz. for 1/-.
Send 3d. for postage of !-lb. sample, mentioning this ma-'razine.
FRAME-FOOD Co., Ltd., Battersea, London, S. W.

BEST FOR BABY.

ELL lOT STOCK, 62, Paternoster Row,
London, E.C.

ESTABLISHED 1.851.

:EIK:E&:.C::&:E:C~ :EI.&DT~,

l

SOUTHAMPTON BUILDINGS, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C.

CURRENT ACCOUNTS.

2 %

on the minimum monthly balances,
o when not drawn below £100.

DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS.

2 %
21.2 %
on Deposits, repayable on 2l %
o
o
demand.
Z o

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Stocks and Shares purchased and sold for customers.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, po•t free.
FRANC IS RA VENSCROFT, Manas:rer.

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT
IS A CERTAIN CURE FOR

Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Burns, Scalds, Rheumatism,
Sciatica, Lumbago, Piles, Old Wounds, Eczema, Erysipelas,
AND EVERY FORM OF SKIN DISEASE.
Manufactured only at 78, New Oxford Street, London.

Bold. by a l l

Che:n~.iatia

a.n.cl

Medicine Vendolll!'&
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EDE AND
(Established 1689).

SON

TELEPHONE!

602, Holborn..

~MAKERS

ROBE
~!l

c$vuial 6\.vvointm.ent.s
TO H.M. THE KING & H.M. THE QUEEN. THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY.
LAWN BLEEVJ!lB-ROCHET AND CHIMERE.

PULPIT GOWN, CASSOCK AND BASH.

SURPLICES FOR CLERGY AND CHOIR.

CLERICAL TAILORING.

Hoods, Cassocks, Scarves, Stoles, College Caps, Clergy Collars, etc..
PEERS, LEGAL, AND CORPORATION ROBES.

93 & 94, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON.
URGENT DISTRESS;

WRECKS AND LOSS OF LIFE.

"There is sorrow on the sea."

THE SHIPWRECKED
MARINERS'
SOCIETY
CW'IT:S: OVEE
AGENCIES)
i,OOO

Has relieved more than Half a Million Persons since 1839.
The rescued sailor, fisherman, instantly cared for on the spot and sent home ; the widow, and!
orphan of the drowned immediately sought out and succoured ; the distressed seafarer of" every
grade at once charitably a88isted.

CONTRIBUTIONS EARNESTLY APPEALED FOR.
Patron-H. M. THE KING.
Chairman of Committee-Admiral E. S. ADEANE, C. M. G.
Secretary-G. E. MAUDE, Esq., 26, Suffolk Street, Pall Mall East, S.W.
[Telegrams-" SHIPWRECKED, LONDON."]

H0ME MISS I0NS 0F THE CH URCH 0F EN GLA ND.

abbitional

(!urate~ ~ocietp.
ESTABLISHED 1837.

More than 1,200 ADDITIONAL CLERGYMEN are now at
work in poor and densely-populated Parishes through the help
of grants (about £55,000 a year) from this Society.
To maintain this work, at least £50,000 in voluntary contributions must be collected in the course of each year.
'
No Party eonsidarations affect the appropriation of the Funds.
COiltorSbuUon• wm be thankfUlly received by the Secretary (Rev. Paul Petit) at the Society's Olllce,
39, ViO\Orla Street, Westlllilulter. Cheques should be crossed "Coutts & Co. ··

THE

CHURCHMAN
JANUARY, 1902.
ART. I.-CHINA: SOME CHARACTERISTICS AND
THEIR IMPORT.
- CHINA is quieting down for a while-God grant that it may
be for a long while-like the great ocean sighing and murmuring after the roar of the tempest just passed over. In so
vast a territory, and with a people "numerous as the ocean
sands," many of them living far remote, prejudiced, and illinformed, local disturbances and upheavals may occur; but
with the signing of the agreement with the Western Powers,
and the withdrawal to a great extent of coercion from Pekin,
the great Empire is free once more for wise or unwise action in
the sight of the rest of the world.
The lull, or the lasting fair weather, enables us to turn our
thoughts from possible war, and from the horrors and solemn
sadness of massacre and truculent persecution, to the consideration of some of the characteristics of the Chinese, and their
need of the Gospel of the grace of God, of Christianity in its
essence and Divine efficacy, not merely in its accessories and
accompanying philanthropic blessing.
I venture to draw attention in a few words-though after
forty years' acquaintance with the people I ought to have
many words wherewith to draw such attention-to two or three
main features in Chinese character and thought; side by side
they remain in many a heart and life, divorced too often,
independent, and apart, yet still near to one another, and in
the light and life and sacred energy of God's grace, capable of
being blended together and made one to His glory.
The spiritual and the material, the sublunary and the
heaven-soaring, the philosophic, the theoretic, with the practical, are found, if I mistake not, together in Chinese thought
and life.
I am a ware that the attempt to define and unfold the
VOL. XVI.
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characteristics of a person or of a people is a somewhat
perilous undertaking. There is a fascination about it, a
temptation to imagine everyone peculiar except your own self
or your own country. There is a strong tendency towards inventive imagincttion and excited exaggeration; a list towards
clever but hasty generalizations from insufficient and isolated
data. And I desire, therefore, to abjure all pretence to dogmatism. I think, nevertheless, that the features of character
which I describe, though not wholly peculiar to the Chinese
race, are yet strongly exhibited in Chinese life and thought.
I cannot do better than transcribe the apparently genuine,
possibly apocryphal, utterances of the present Emperor of
China in a letter to his brother; and that brother (Prince
Chun's) reflections, extracted from his journal written when at
Berlin. They are delightfully Chinese: grotesque and yet
sublime, contemplative and yet practically to the point, almost
in the same breath, and in the same paragraph. Prince Chun
moralizes thus in his diary : " Fine rain is falling ; and the
wind blows cold and strong. There is no eternal happiness on
earth. Everything is determined in Heaven. Why should we
trouble ? Let us wait what Heaven decrees. And then, what
beautiful watches there are in Switzerland!" The Emperor, with
reform and conservatism struggling together in his mind, and
casting about for some reconcilement, writes thus to his brother
the Prince, to whom he is said to be closely attached in affection and sympathy : "Our soldiers must be good in Mongolia
[?Manchuria], so they will be able to protect us from the
foreigners and Boxers. China must not go backward any
more. China must go forward. Therefore the soldiers must
exercise well! This is very important-very !"
In these two extracts we have a threefold revelation of
Chinese character and thought.
First, the careful observation of natural phenomena. The
driving rain from German skies, the keen, strong wind of the
waning Western summer, are recorded. Chinese observation and description of nature differ very widely, for the
most part, from the vague, generally selfish and subjective,
oftentimes very incorrect weather sentence which so often sets
our sluggish conversation going for a time. It is interesting to
notice that in ancient Chinese annals this careful and minute
record of natural phenomena appears. In the Chinese Book of
Odes, which, as ancient literature in his ancient day-560 B.C.received the unbounded love and admiration of Confucius; of
which odes he was, in a sense, the Musical Editor; and which
?we to his imprimatur probably their continued preservation;
m one of these, nearly 3,000 years old, we read such careful
notes as these :
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" The wind blows, and is fierce ;
He looks at me and smiles"-

but with a false passing smile, sweeping past and leaving me
chilled and parched, for
" The wind blows with clouds of dust."

In another ode we read :
"Cold are the wind and rain"-

the same under those ancient skies as now from modern
European clouds
"Ye withered leaves, how the wind
Is blowing you away!"

" There stands a fox solitary and suspicious " on those old
Chinese hills, ages before the hue and halloo of the modern
chase. And again :
" The heavens overhead are one arch of clouds
Snowing in innumerable flakes,
Then comes the driving rain"-

the same as that which fell from German skies a few weeks ago
on Prince Chun's face.
And later down in Chinese annals we have these two minute
observations of natural phenomena: " In the Duke's sixteenth
year, in the first month, It rained and the trees became incrusted
in ice " (a phenomenon not unknown in East and West, but
unusual) .. And again: "In the sixth moon, the first day of the
moon the sun was eclipsed "-an eclipse verified by modern
astronomers, and occurring in the year 57 4 B. C. And further
back in history we read: "In his third year, in spring, the
King's second month, the sun was eclipsed." This occurred
on February 14, 729 B. C., the most ancient recorded and verified
eclipse.
Then, secondly, Prince Chun in his diary lifts up his thoughts
from this passing subluna1·y world, and moralizes on the
evanescent and uncertain nature of earthly happiness; and
with fatalism, but yet not atheistic fatalism, he dismisses care
by the thought that Heaven decrees all, and that all must
happen according to Heaven's behest.
We find such thoughts, only loftier sometimes and nobler,
in ancient Chinese literature. In an ode 2, 700 years old
Heaven is invoked and looked up to as "Our Mother, Heaven."
And in another poem of the same date " Distant and azure
Heaven " is appealed to in time of trouble.
In the year 620 B.C. an ode, recording the death of some
great and eminent men, and the consequent loss to the country,
in passionate appeal ascribes this calamity to the will and act
of Heaven.
13-2
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" Thou azure Heaven, Thou art destroying our good men."

And more _presumptuo~s, an ode of th~ ~ighth century B.o.
speaks in time of calamity of" Great unpitymg Heaven." And
thus again in humbler tones:
"0 Heaven, who gave us birth!
0 vast and distant Heaven, who art called our Parent!"

How high soaring again and again is the moral tone of the
utterances of China's sages and leaders of thought : Lao-tsee,
Confucius, Mencius, and later from Ceylon and India Buddhist
teaching. "I love life," said Mencius (371-288 B.o.), '.'and I also
love righteousness. If I cannot keep the two together, I will
let life go, and choose righteousness."
"They who accord with Heaven are preserved," he says,
again, of rulers; "they who rebel against Heaven perish."
And Confucius himself lifts his thoughts ·heavenwards, expressing implicit trust in its decrees, but falling short of that
which I shall notice immediately, personal trust in God. " If
my doctrine is to prevail," he says, " it is so ordered. If it is
to fall to the ground, it is so fixed." "I do not murmur against
Heaven." "There is Heaven, that knows me." Noble, upsoaring words ! but all impersonal and distant is the object of
his trust.
Notice also that the reform and renovation of the Empire
and people which, whenever he can make himself heard, is
known to be before the young Emperor's mind (''China must
not go back any more ; she must go forward "), the same
thought and ideal-the renovation of the people, the reform
of Government and of morals-formed the great objects of the
lives of China's ancient sages. In the ancient classic, "The
Great Learning," ascribed by some Chinese writers to Confucius
himself in part, by others to his grandson, as embodying the
sentiments of the great sage, we read in the first page that the
"renovation of the people" was one of the great objects. in
the composition of this book. And further on we read of an
ancient worthy named K•ang, who was called to assist the
Emperor in making the people new.
But here, too, reform and the eradication of evil strive with
the conservatism of the forms in the past ; and profound reverence for antiquity and old custom struggle together with
innovations and improvement and renewal, not so much (I
think) for the mastery as for some possible union and
amalgamation.
The mind of ancient China was thus exercised ; and young
China's awaking is but the awaking of the old, though it was
then more spasmodic perhaps and individual than now. "The
country must not go back," says the_ Emperor," but forwards."
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And this is, in his opinion (wrongly ascribed to him one would
trust, but Chinese all the same), one method of reform and
advance: that" the soldiers exercise well." It will not surprise
us to know that this good exercise means, as has actually taken
place in one city known to the writer, the going back from
European drill and the use of arms of precision to antiquated
bows and arrows and shields and ancient drill and discipline.
And they seem to have no power to rise even in thought and
imagination to the better reform, when they shall beat their
swords into ploughshares, and their spears into pruning-hooks.
As though war was a necessity, and that distant method of
Chinese ancient reform must be followed: "Let the people be
educated for seven years; then also they may be employed
in war."
· The true conservatism (not the mechanical survival of the
fittest, but the preservation and the use of the good and noble
in the past); the true Radicalism, the uprooting of all that is
pernicious and unworthy in both ancient and more modern
political and social life ;-these two are not incompatible; they
meet in Chinese aspiration. How are they to become harmonious?
Then thirdly, all of a sudden we come baclc to earth again,
and from observing Nature's courses of grandeur and beauty,
and from soaring heavenwards in faith however imperfect, and
desire however feeble, we suddenly, with Prince Chung, are
lost in admiration of "Swiss watches "! Beautiful pieces of
mechanism some of them are ; and the same may be said of
watches made in other lands and by other firms. But is this
the ~ourn of the contemplative philosopher and the reforming
patrwt 1
In ancient times it was somewhat the same. The " Superior
Man," Confucius himself, the model of excellence in Chinese
eyes, "liked to have his rice finely cleaned, and his mincemeat
cut· up small"; (and here we seem able to follow the sage).
·" He was never without ginger when he ate. He did n<'t eat
much. When in bed he did not speak" (and here some of us
must confess that we are "inferior," not "superior," individuals).
"If his mat was not straight, he did not sit upon it. On a
sudden clap of thunder or wind, he would change countenance." Confucius was not a petty character, but nobly the
·reverse ; yet formality and pettmess follow largely in his wake.
And how can these three characteristics be harmonized and
utilized and glorified : delight in the observation of natural
phenomena; the spiritual turning to the unseen but real Power
m .the re~l.spirit world, away from the vanity and evanescence of
thmgs vtstble; and the apparent bathos of precise and petty
and prosaic details of daily life?
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Surely thus, and thus alone : by the knowledge of the One
True God and of Jesus Christ whom He has sent. In the case
of this great and intellectual people (ancient, educated, civilized,
enlightened to a great extent before light had dawned at all
on England), for the Chinese, and for the most ignorant and
degraded nations alike, the salvation of God through His dear
Son, and by His Holy Spirit's grace, is not one out of many
methods; it is the only effective method for salvation and
renewal. It will be found that Christian Missions are not
merely philanthropic enterprises, they are the very essence of
the only true and worthy philanthropy.
But m order thus to influence the Chinese, and to bring to
them this Saving Health of the Gospel, we must not go to them
with the blustering air of self-satisfied superiority. " The
superior man," says Confucius, to quote Dr. Legge's translation, "is distressed at his want of ability." "Yet he has
dignified ease," conscious of his pursuit of the huth, " but
without pr_ide." "He wishes to be slow in his words, and
earnest in his conduct." " In a high situation, he does not
treat with contempt his inferiors."
To boast of our own scientific attainments and superior
intelligence, with sneer and ridicule (scarcely suppressed), and
levelled at Chinese ignorance, is one thing, and a very foolish
and ignorant method indeed. To place our resources of
scientific and ethical knowledge at their disposal, with the
noble humility and courtesy of true wisdom, is another thing,
and one worthy of Christian civilization and of a Christian
heart:
"Knowledge is proud that she has learned so much;
Wisdom is humble that she knows no more."

And so recognising gladly Chinese guesses at truth, we shall
be more ready to direct them to God's truth, and they the
more willing to listen.
The careful observation and recording of natural phenomena will by such teaching and with such learners be more
ready to rise higher, even to the Creator and Author of all,
than in the case of ignorant and unobservant minds.
" The works of the Lord are great, sought out of all them
that have pleasure therein" (Ps. cxi. 2).
So with all boldness as the ministers of the Gospel of the
grace of God and as ambassadors for Christ, yet with quick
sympathy with the sighs and aspirations of the Chinese after
that which they have not of themselves or in their old.faiths,
the more powerfully shall we be able to present to the people
the glad promise of pardon and renewal and eternal life
through Jesus Christ and by the Holy Spirit of God. No
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fatal~stic sigh over the lack .?f lastin~ happiness on earth, but

the Joyful assurance of a hope laid up in heaven " The
dec~e~s. of Heaven w~ll be _no longer to them me;ely the
exhibitiOn of the workmg of impersonal inflexible law but the
fruit _of_ Divine wisdom, justice, and love, guided and ~nforced
by D1vme power and care. Now "vast and distant Heaven"
will not seem any longer to soar further and further from
them, but to be bending down as their Father's home · and
the Great Supreme Ruler will be no longer inaccessible i~ the
depths of eternity or of boundless space, unobservant out of
reach, but access to Him with confidence will be found tnrough
His dear.Son, who has died to .b.ring us back to God, and, by
the gracious power of the Spmt of our God, our Father in
Heaven, with a Mother's love and comfort, our Divine allglorious Parent, filling heaven and earth and our poor h~arts
as well. So the more readily shall teachers teach and scholars
learn, " Whether ye eat or drink, or whatever ye do, to do all
to the glory of God"; and that time spent thus to God, redeemed for Him, and for the highest good of man, will bear
the fruit of blessing now-reform, improvement, renewal-and
will pass into the timeless perfection of the life of eternity.
We were reminded by the Bishop of Ripon at the anniversary of the Church Missionary Society last May, that our ideas
of some non-Christian nations have been much modified of
later years. Instead of gross ignorance and savage manners,
we meet with intellectual peoples like the Chinese, the Hindoos,
the Japanese, with high-toned codes of morality in some cases,
with law and order in noble theory at any rate, and with some
ancient civilization and education and literature which excite
our admiration. This is literally true; but on the one hand it
by no means implies that dense ignorance and savagery and
misery have vamshed from the earth; and on the other hand
the further knowledge of human kind in no sense modifies our
persuasion that all nations and all individuals need absolutely
and imperatively the Gospel. It cannot be too often repeated
that what man needs, and has needed for 6,000 years, is not so
much the knowledge of duty to God and man (though here, too,
the light of nature is all too dim), but rather the kn~wledg~ of
salvation from the sin of neglected duty and of the mfractwn
of the laws of conscience and of Heaven-salvation from the
power of sin, not by human effort and resolution and meri~,
but by the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and by the sanctifying, regenerating power of the Holy (_}~ost. Not. h;uman
exhortation to "propriety"; not even D1vme enunCiatwn. of
law and its penalties and rewards, save men; but that to w~lCh
God's law in mercy leads us, the Divine ~tren&"th of salvatwn,
the life of God brought back once more m H1s dear Son and
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by the Spirit of Life to our fast failing pulses. So yielding to
God's grace, China and all lands will find true enlightenment,
permanent and beneficent reform ; the soldiers need "exercise"
no longer, but under the eternal rule of the Prince of Peace
" nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall
they learn war any more." "Oh ! people of Sinim, loved and
longed for, come ye, and let us walk in the light of the Lord."

A. E. MouLE.
~--

ART. II.-THE WESTERN TEXT OF ST. LUKE.
QF the many questions in New Testament criticism which
occupy the minds of scholars at the present day, one of
the most interesting and important is that of the or1gin and
history of what is called the Western text.
An examination of the MSS. quoted in cases where various
readings occur, shows that in the main two leading groups may
be distinguished, one of which centres round the Sinaitic and
Vatican Codices N and B, and the other round Codex Bezre,
or D as it is called. When in the eighteenth century
Griesbach (17 45 -1812) was classifying the evidence then
known for the New Testament, he gave the name Western to
the latter group, and assigned to it Codex Bezre and other
Greek MSS. which contained a Latin translation, the Old
Latin and the Vulgate Versions, and the Latin Fathers.
This title is still retained as a convenient designation, though
it is much too narrow if taken in a geographical sense, for it
is now found that this " Western " form of text is also attested
by witnesses from the East. In fact, Westcott and Hort say1
that" the text of all writers not connected with Alexandria, who
have left considerable remains, is substantially Western"; and
in view of this admission, Dr. Salmon suggests that nonAlexandrian would be a more suitable name.
The last twenty years have seen a vast change in the way
in which the Western text is regarded ; we may find in this
partly a reaction from the contempt with which WH treated
it, but it is also partly owing to the amount of fresh evidence
which has lately been discovered for this form of text. Sixty
years ago many of the best Western witnesses were inaccessible.
Western readings were practically those of D only, supported
by a few Latin versions (a, b, c) and quotations in Tertullian
and Cyprian; the African Latin was unknown, except when it
happened to be quoted by Cyprian and Tertullian, and the
1
Introduction to Greek Text, p. 113. (For convenience W estcott and
Hort are referred to as WHin this paper.)
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existence of an old Syriac version, such as the Curetonian or
that discovered by Mrs. Lewis, was only a conjecture.l
Consequently, D was lool_-.ed _on rather as a freak among
M~S. f3eza, whe~ presentmg It to. the University of Cambridge m 1581! sa1~ that he h~d discovered such great discrepancy, espemally m St. Luke s Gospel, between it and other
MSS. that he thought it ought to be stored up rather than
pu_bl_ished, for th~ s~ke ~f avoid_ing oftE:mce. The prevailing
opmwn was of a s1m1lar kmd until recent yea.rs. The copyists
of D and its allies were supposed to be cursed with a double
dose of the original sin of transcribers. Wherever these
differed from other MSS. they were set aside as hopelessly
wrong. Carelessness on the part of the scribes, a licentious
love of change, and an unscrupulous readiness to insert anything they heard or read elsewhere, were supposed to furnish
a complete explanation of these variations. " Quis enim same
mentis homo Oodicem Bezre sequatur?"was the contemptuous
question of Matthaei. In the estimation of WH the Western
text sank to the lowest point. Their fixed principle was to
follow~ Bin all cases where these documents agreed, and B
where they diftered. If a reading had only Western support
it was at once rejected as having no claim to a place in the
original text. If, as sometimes happened, the Western gave
the most suitable sense, they only set it down to a lucky guess
of the scribe. The only cases where they attach any weight to
this form of text are what they call "Western non-interpolations "-that is, certain places, especially towards the end of
St. Luke's Gospel, where D and its allies omit sentences and
clauses found in ~ B. In these cases WH follow the Western
text because of their Canon that a transcriber is much more
likely to add to the text than to omit. Elsewhere with theJ?
a Western reading stands self-condemned. In short, theu
opinion of the Western witnesses, and that which generally
prevailed until recent times, cannot be better summed up than
Is done in the apt illustration of Dr. Salmon. He says it is
like the character given by one Irish witness of another-" th~t
he never told the truth in his life unless when he thought 1t
was a lie." 2
If this had been a complete account of the_ matter,_ schol!l'rs
would hardly have devoted so much time to 1ts consideratiOn
as has lately been given. But it is felt that there m_ust be a
limit somewhere to the audacity even of W este~n scr1bes, ~nd
that carelessness and corruption will not explam everythmg.
It is admitted that documents of this class are marked by a11
I (!f. Clement of Alexandria's Biblical Text, Introduction, p. xviii.
~=~~.
I
2

Article in "Hermathtma," vol. ix. on Blass's "Commentary on Acts.'
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the common blunders of copyists, such as the insertion or
omission of words, errors caused by mistaking what was
written in the MS. from which they were copying, or by not
catching correctly what was dictated to them, and the interchange of words of similar meaning. They were probably the
produce of ordinary commercial manufacture, and cannot be
compared in point of accuracy with such MSS. as ~ and B,
which were carefully corrected for Church use.
But granting this, there seems no reason to suppose that
Western scribes were wilfully less careful than those of
Alexandria and the East. Irenreus, who was Bishop of Lyons
about 180 A.D., used a text which was distinctively Western,
and in his book against Heresies1 he employs an argument
which throws some light on the way in which he regarded the
sacred writings. He gives a reading in St. Matt. i. 18, which
is only found elsewhere in Latin versions and the Curetonian
Syriac-" But the birth of Christ was on this wise "-he is
arguing against those Gnostics who said Jesus was a mere man,
and that Christ descended on Him from above, and says
Matthew might have said: "The birth of Jesus was on this
wise "; but the Holy Spirit, foreseeing the depravers of the
truth and guarding against their fraud, says by Matthew :
"The birth of Christ was on this wise," showing that Jesus
and Christ were one and the same Person. We cannot suppose Irenreus was alone among his Western contemporaries in
believing in verbal inspiration, and how can we imagine that
men with such a belief were wilfully careless in copying the
text which they received?
A very remarkable fact bearing on this question has lately
been pointed out in Codex Bezre, which tends to show that
the copyist of that MS. was scrupulously careful in his work.
It is this: There are two ways of spelling the Greek equivalent
of John-'IwaV1J'> and 'IwavV1J'>· Now, in SS. Matthew, John,
and Mark D has vv sixty-five times and v only eleven times,
while in St. Luke and Acts it has vv only three times and v
forty-eight times.
The order of the books in Codex Bezre is Matthew, John,
Luke, Mark, Acts-so we see the copyist used vv in Matthew
and John, changed to v in Luke, returned to vv in Mark, and
once more changed to v in Acts. Blass,2 then, seems to be
quite correct in his inference that any blunders in D must be
referred back to its archetype.
The importance of all this is more clearly seen when we
turn to St. Luke's writings, with which this paper is particularly concerned. The variants which the Western text
presents here are much more serious than those in other
1

Book III., xvi. :.!,

2

"Philology of the Gospels," pp. 75, 76.
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par~s of the New Testament, and cann~t be explained by any
ordma~y amount of carelessness and mistakes on the part of

the .s?nbe. Long pass.ages are added, especially in the Acts ;
additwnal facts are gtven, and accurate notes of time and
place are inserted; in certain places while the subst-ance
remains unchanged, the whole cast of the sentence is so
altered that few of the words used are identical with those of
the text of ~ B ; in other places the Western text resembles
the ordinary text "only as a loose and explanatory paraphrase
recalls the original from which it sprung." 1 If mere carelessness and licence were sufficient to account for these we would
expect to find the same phenomena in the Western ,8-text of the
Gospel. But there the state of the case is in many respects
different; the Western witnesses are even more frequently
marked by omissions than by additions; whole phrases are left
out which are given by Alexandrian MSS. Can we imagine a
number of scribes leaving out through carelessness, for example,
the bulk of our Lord's well-known words to Martha, and giving
as the Western text does, only " Martha, Martha, Mary hath
chosen the good part, which shall not be taken away from
her"? Or, take the form in which the words of the rich fool
are given by D and the Latin version : "And I will say to my
soul : Thou hast much goods, be merry" ; why should any
scribe mutilate this fine passage, supposing that the MS.
which he was copying gave the fuller form which we find in
our Bibles?
One other instance of omission must suffice here. The note
in the margin of the Revised Version on St. Luke xxiv. 52
tells us that some ancient authorities omit, in the account of
Christ's parting with the disciples, the clauses-" and was
carried up into heaven" and "they worshipped Him." The
"ancient authorities" are those for the Western text, which
thus has no mention at all of the Ascension, and gives no
reason why "the disciples returned to Jerusalem with great
joy." Is 1t likely that any copyist would deliberately make
such an omission as this ?
We see, then, that we are face to face with a strange
phenomenon-a text of the writings of St. Luke which dif;Yers
very widely from that of ~ B, and which at first sight certamly
seems entitled to more respect. If the famous dictum of
Vincent of Lerins ("quod semper, quod ubique, qu~d . ab
omnibus ") could be used for deciding between confli~tmg
types of text, certainly the Western text more nearly satisfies
it, and would take the higher place. It is admit~ed, e':en
by WH, its bitter opponents, to be the form m whtch
St. Luke's writings were read far and wide in the second
I

Scrivener, Bezre Codex, p. liv.
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and third centuries, two hundred years before ~ and B
were written, and they acknowledge that the earliest quotations which we can fix chronologically belo.ng to it.l
Scr~vener says that it is the text largely received by the
holiest men in the best ages of the Primitive Church. Iremeus
in France, Cyprian in Africa use this form. The two Syriac
versions of the Gospels discovered by Cureton and Mrs. Lewis
within the last sixty years are very markedly Western in type.
And Mr. Burkitt has shown in his examination of Clement of
Alexandria's Biblical Text that even this Father, who might
have been expected to be the faithful ally of~ B, is not so,
but rather sides with D and the Old Latin. In his words :2
"The result is that the only channel by which we might have
thought to connect the non-Western text as an organic whole
with Apostolic times is cut off. With Clement's evidence
before us we must recognise that the earliest texts of the
Gospels are fundamentally Western in every country of which
we have knowledge, even in Egypt."
And yet, if it were a question of choosing between the
Western and non-Western texts, we could have no hesitation
in taking the non- Western-at least, in Acts, where, as a
finished piece of literary work, it is much superior to the other.
Can any satisfactory explanation, then, be given of this
strange phenomenon 1 How can such early and widespread
acceptance of this form of text be accounted for if it did not
come from St. Luke himself?
One main test must be laid down and applied to any
explanation offered ; it must be comprehensive enough to
cover all the ground. We have seen that the Gospel and the
Acts go together ; therefore if a theory is to be satisfactory it
must be applicable to both. Again, it is not enough to form
a theory which will explain peculiarities of Codex Bezre or its
archetype. It must also explain the variants in the Old Latin
text used by Cyprian, which Corssen has shown to be independent of Codex Bezre, and probably a more ancient witness
to the Western text. It must also account for the Syriac
evidence.
The limits of this paper will not permit an examination
of the various explanatiOns which were put forward before
that of Blass. Some of them only apply to Codex Bezre or
its archetype, and so fail to satisfy the test mentioned. Others
are faulty in other respects, and have obtained no wide
acceptance. A bare enumeration of them must now suffice.
Resch tries to account for the variants in D by saying that
the persons who collected the Gospels, Acts, and Catholic
Epistles into one volume, shortened and interpolated St. Luke's
1

Introduction. p.
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~orks with th~ greatest audacity, using a secondary translatwn of the origmal Hebrew Gos~el which he imagines to
have existed before St. Mark and St. Luke.
Chase's theory is that all the variants in the Western text
ea~ be explained a~ the res?l~ of assimilation to a Syriac text,
whwh was much given to filhng up the narrative by means of
fragments culled from other parts of the Bible.
Ramsay confines his attention to Codex Bezre and thinks it
is the work ?f a secoJ?-d century r~viser, w~o v/~s a person of
so~e authority and evidently a native of Asia Mmor, since his
variants show an accurate knowledge of the geography and
traditions of that country.
Corssen believes he can prove that the Western text was
the work of a Montanist reviser, and therefore later than the
rise of that heresy.
Dobschutz's theory is that the Western text represents the
original which was much corrupted and interpolated by the
licence of scribes. He supposes that it was taken in hand by
men of authority, who revised it and reduced it to the form
which we find in ~ B.
Lastly, Rendel Harris at one time thought that all the
Western evidence could be resolved into one single primitive
Western bilingual which was the remote ancestor of Codex
Bezre and was probably written before the time of Tatian
(c. 160) who is supposed to have brought the Gospels and Acts
to Syria from Rome. Harris's opinion was that the additions
and changes all originated in the Latin of this primitive
bilingual. But he has now laid aside this theory, and is very
favourably inclined to that of Blass, which be says" is. much
easier than that of any reviser, since it throws back at all
events a part of the textual changes upon the author and his
sources. And the theory demands the more consideration
inasmuch as it is now practically certain that the so-called
Cyprianic Latin text cannot be later than the second century,
so that any texts or versions which lie behind this must not be
very remote from the actual sources. " 1
We pass, therefore, to the theory of Blass which at present
holds the field, and of which Professor Ramsay says that it
finds a growing number of adherents, and the list of scholars
who support it becomes steadily "more imposing ~like for
numbers and high standing in the world of scholarship."
It has been pointed out by Goethe how much ~he k!lowledge of particular subjects is indebted to mte~l~g~nt
amateurs. For example, modern Old Testament cnt~c~sm
largely sprung from a suggestion of Astruc, a physwia?,
who noticed the use of different Hebrew words for God m
1•
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Genesis, and inferred that this fact might indicate different
sources of the narrative. The present theory is a case in
point. Dr. Blass had long been known as a writer on classical
philology as well as by his work on the Attic Orators. When
he removed to Halle, a University where theological students
predominate, he undertook to write a commentary on the
Book of Acts, and while doing so he was led to form his
theory about the Wastern text. Blass leads a conservative
reaction in Germany; he comes to his task just as if he were
about to edit a Greek classic. He has no preconceived notion
that he is dealing with the product of a second century
compiler. He assumes as a thing about which there can be
no reasonable doubt, that St. Luke was the author, and that
the traditional dates and places of composition are correct as
regards both his works.
His theory in a few words is this : That St. I.. uke wrote the
Gospel and the Acts twice, that both cor.ies in each case got
into circulation, and that thus all the strtking peculiarities of
the W astern text may be accounted for.
This theory, as Blass himself points out, is not by any
means new. It was first started by Johannes Clericus (or
Jean le Clerc), who was born in Geneva in 1657 and lived in
Holland. Little notice, however, seems to have been taken
of it for over a century and a half. Scrivener approached
somewhat nearly to it in his Introduction to the Criticism of
the New Testament. 1 Speaking of certain Wastern readings,
he says: "It may- be reasonably thought that a portion of
these variants, and those among the most considerable, had
their origin in the . . . changes gradually introduced after
publication by the authors themselves into the various copies
yet within their reach. These copies would circulate independently of those issued previously and now beyond the
writer's control, and thus, becoming the parents of a new
family of copies, would originate and keep up divergencies
from the first edition without any fault on the part of the
transcribers."
WH mentioned, when treating of the Western non-interpolations, the idea of two editions as one which would suit
the purely documentary phenomena. But they set it aside,
as they thought none of these W astern non-interpolations
would internally justify such a claim to originality.
Another great English scholar, Bishop Lightfoot, almost
enunciated the theory in his " Fresh Revision of the English
New Testament." 2 He is speaking of three notable additions
in the Western text of the Gospel, all of which are found in
the Authorized Version. The first is in St. Luke ix. 55, 56,
1

P. 18, 3rd ed.

2

P. 29.
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where J ames and John asked our Lord if He wished them to
command fire to come down from heaven. Here the words
"Even as Elias did," and "Ye know not what manner of
spirit ye are of. For the Son of Man is not come to destroy
men's lives, but to save them," are only found in Western
and Syriac witnesses. Another Western addition was the wellknown passage describing our Lord's Agony and Bloody
Sweat, and the coming of an angel to strengthen Him.
And the third was one of the seven words from the Cross,
"Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do."
Speaking of these, Bishop Lightfoot said : " It seems
impossible to believe that these incidents are other than
authentic, and the solution will suggest itself that the
Evangelist himself may have issued two separate editions.
This conjecture will be confirmed by observing that in the
second treatise of St. Luke similar traces of two editions are
seen, where the passages omitted in many MSS. texts, bear
equal evidence of authenticity, and are entirely free from
suspicion on the ground that they were inserted to serve any
purpose, doctrinal or devotional."
Blass, then, was only following out an idea which had
already commanded itself to some great scholars. At first he
applied the theory only to the Book of Acts, on which he was
wnting a commentary, but afterwards he extended it to the
Gospel also, when critics pointed out that the two works
should not be separated.
His theory, as now stated in full, is as follows :1 When St.
Luke came to Palestine with St. Paul, about 54 A.D., he found
that all the Apostles had left Jerusalem, and instead of their
viva voce teaching there were writings which contained what
they had been accustomed to relate in the assemblies of
Christians. Compare the prologue to the Gospel : " Forasmuch as many have taken in hand to draw up a narrative
concerning those matters which have been fulfilled among us."
By " us " St. Luke means the inhabitants of Palestine, where
he had been living for two years. St. Luke wished that Theophilus (~tnd his friends) might enjoy the same benefit as the
J ud::ean Christians. He had only been instructed (!CaTrJXI]BrJ<>),
while to them eye-witnesses had delivered (7rap€oouav) what
they had seen and heard. Therefore he wrote his Gospel,
that Theophilus might have the same certainty (aurfJltA.etav).
Theophilus being a man of some importance, St. Luke would
make a fair copy, probably on vellum, for him with his own
hand, and would keep the original rough draft. Some time
1 It is found in his "Acta Apostolorum " and "Evangelium secundum
Lucam, secundum formam qme videtur Romanam." See also his
"Philology of the Gospels."
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afterwards he went with St. Paul to Rome, and the Christians
there, hearing that he had written a Life of Christ, and
wishing to possess such a precious book, would ask him for a
copy. This he also made from the rough draft, and introduced such changes as seemed good to him, omitting some
things as unnecessary, and adding others which he had
passed over when making the copy for Theophilus.
In the meantime he had formed the idea of writing a further
account of the spread of Christianity; perhaps he had obtained
a document telling of the early events in J udrea after the day
of Pentecost ; perhaps he had collected material during St.
Paul's imprisonment at Cresarea : possibly both these suppositions are true.
So he wrote the Book of Acts as it is found in the
Western form for the Romans also, and in order to make it
fit on to his former work he made certain changes in the end
of his new copy of the Gospel ; he cut out all mention of the
Ascension of our Lord, because he was about to relate it in a
much fuller form in the beginning of Acts.
Then, wishing that Theophilus should have all the information possible, he made a second copy of Acts also, and sent
it to him in the East, where it became the parent of the
MSS. which give the non-Western text.
Now, if this account be correct, one would expect to find
that the first copy in each case is more prolix, and the second
more concise and polished, since an author is at perfect
liberty, in rewriting his work, to amend, add, condense, and
generally improve his book. One would also expect to find
that the language of the variants would show unmistakable
signs of St. Luke's style. For both these points Blass has
made out a very strong case. He has shown by a most
minute examination that the words of the Western variations
are such as St. Luke uses, and that the number of am·a'
"A.£"fOfLE7Ja is, if anything, less than in other parts of his works.
It needed no demonstration to show that the non-Western text
of Acts which is the second recension, is much more concise and
finished than the Western. But some critics who agree with
Blass on this point do not see their way to follow him when
he says the non-Western is the first recension in the Gospel,
and that the Western, being more concise and polished, is the
later. He has certainly quoted some passages which seem to
strongly support his contention. Take, for example, the
accau.nt of the healing of the man with the withered hand.
In the ordinary text there are four co-ordinate sentences joined
by Ka~ or o€. In Codex Bezre these are reduced to one principal
sentence, the other three being changed into a genitive absolute
and a relative sentence. The ordinary text gives vi. 6 :
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"And it came to pass on another Sabbath that He entered
into the synagogue and taught; and there was a man there,
and his right band was withered, and the Scribes and
Pharisees watched Him."
Dhas:
"And when He had again entered on the Sabbath into
the synagogue, in which was a man having a withered hand
the Scribes and Pharisees watched Him."
'
Again, in xix. 35, speaking of the colt on which Jesus rode
to Jerusalem, the ordinary text gives :
"And they brought him to Jesus, and having- cast their
garments upon the colt, they set Jesus thereon."
Here it was necessary to repeat "Jesus " twice, on account
of the mention of the colt, and this mention was necessary
because it would be ambiguous to say " they cast their garments
upon him." In the Western text the whole sentence is recast
and given in a smoother and more elegant form : "And having
brought the colt, they cast their garments upon him and set
Jesus thereon."
Blass says if such transformations are to be ascribed to
copyists or readers, then he is afraid we shall get a kind of
copyists or readers who are but the creat.ions of our own
fancy, without having had any existence in reality. He is not
able to recognise anything here but the license of an author
who is handling his own work, and the skill of a writer.
Let us now turn to the Book of Acts, and examine a few of
the most interesting additions of the Western text. Many of
these have such an appearance of genuineness that they are
accepted as St. Luke's even by those who do not give their
approval to Blass's theory.
There are a number of passages in which the Western
text gives exact notes of time and place which are wanting in
the ordinary text.
In the account of St. Peter's delivery from prison by the
angel, it tells us that after the iron gate opened and they
went out "they went down the seven steps." This remarkable
addition could only come from someone who knew Jerusalem
well. It is difficult to see why a scribe should insert it, but
we can see how St. Luke might omit it in his second recension
as an unnecessary detail.
When St. Paul withdrew from the synagogue at Ephesus,
he took his disciples to the school of one Tyrannus, where he
reasoned daily. Here the We~>tern witnesses add a clause
which Professor Ramsay says can hardly be explained, except
as a deliberate impertinence, or as founded on actual tradition.
They say that he taught "from the fifth to the tenth hour
daily." We know from Martial and J uvenal that school-work
14
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ordinarily began at daybreak, so it is not strange that school
should be over by eleven o'clock, and thus leave the room free
for St. Paul.
In the account of. the riot in this same city there is greater
vividness in the W astern text. According to it, the meeting of
silversmiths took place in the house or workshop of Demetrius,
for it says that after they were filled with wrath "they rushed
out into the street.''
The same text tells us that on the voyage to Jerusalem
St. Paul and his companions stopped in Trogyllium, and that
when sailing to Rome they were fifteen days crossing the sea
of Cilicia and Pamphylia.
In xi. 28 there is an interesting insertion. After the mention
of the prophets who came from Jerusalem to Antioch, we
read : "There was great joy. And when we were assembled
together one of them, by name Agabus, said," etc. If this is
genuine, it agrees with the tradition given by Eusebius and
J erome that St. Luke was a member of the Church of Antioch.
Blass points out its importance as showing that the use elsewhere of the first person "we" cannot be employed (as it
frequently has been) for the purpose of dissecting the Acts into
parts originally independent.
In the account of the persecution at !conium, in the fourteenth chapter, the ordinary text reads thus:
" 1. And it came to pass in !conium that they went both
together into the synagogue of the Jews, and so spake that a
great multitude both of the Jews and also of the Greeks
believed. 2. .But the unbelieving Jews stirred up the Gentiles,
and made their minds evil affected against the brethren. 3.
Long time, therefore, abode they, speaking boldly in the
Lord . . . . "
Now, this narrative seems to be wanting in coherence; the
result of the action of the unbelieving Jews is not stated at all.
The verbs used of them are aorists (€1r1}ryetpav Kat €"a"rocrav).
and imply a successful attempt, which, if unchecked, would
have ended in the ex:pulsion of Paul and Bamabas by the combined Jews and Gentiles, as before at Antioch. So the force
of the next clause," Long time, therefore, abode they," is not
apr.arent.
The Western text, however, is clear and coherent. It reads:
" But the chiefs of the synagogues of the Jews and their
magistrates directed a persecution against the just, and made
the minds of the Gentiles evil affected against the brethren :
but the Lord soon gave peace. Long time, therefore," etc.
Then in the fifth verse it goes on : " The Jews a second time
stirred up a persecution, and having stoned them, cast them
out of the city."
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The question will naturally occur to one: If the Western
reading is so superior, why did St. Luke alter it for the worse
in the ordinary text, which is the second recension? Blass
says it is the result of his attempt to condense his narrative
an~ that here, as in other passages, he did not improve it by
domg so.
But this passage raises another question, which I have not
seen noticed anywhere, and it is this : Is the Western text not
contradictory to or atleast inconsistent with 2 Cor. xi. 25, where
St. Paul says, " Once was I stoned " ? The account in this
passage was quote~ by Pale,y as a pr.oof of the accuracy of the
New Testament, smce a wnter forgmg a letter or a piece of
history might easily have gone wrong. But what becomes
of this argument if the Western reading is from the pen of
St. Luke?
In the story of the Philippian gaoler there is a curious insertion (xvi. 30), which brings out how the same critic may take
totally different views of a Western reading at different times.
It reads : " He brought them out, and having secured the rest,
he came and said to them, Sirs, what must I do to be saved?"
Professor Ramsay, in his " Church in the Roman Empire "
(p. 160) said : "This clause has an almost comic effect. The
gaoler carefully looked to his immediat& interests before he
attended to his future salvation." But in "St. Paul the
Traveller" (p. 222) he gives his later opinion: "The Bezan
text preserves, in verse 30, a little detail which is so suggestive of the orderly and well-disciplined character of the
gaoler that we are prompted to accept it as genuine. The
gaoler first attended to his proper work and secured all his
prisoners, and thereafter he attended to Paul and Silas and
brought them forth. It seems highly improbable that a
Christian in later times would insert the gloss that the gaoler
looked after his prisoners before he cared for his salvation; it
is more the spirit of a later age to be offended with the statement that the gaoler did so, and to cut it out."
We next come to a very instructive passage, one which
strongly confirms what we have already seen-viz., that the
Western text does add to our knowledge.
In xxi. 15-17 the ordinary reading is:
" And after these days we took up our baggage and went up
to Jerusalem. And there went with us also certain of the
disciples from Cresarea, bringing with them one, Mnason of
Cyprus, an early disciple, with whom we should lodg~. And
when we were come to Jerusalem, the brethren received us
gladly."
Now, this was generally taken to mean that Mnason. ha~ a
house at Jerusalem and went with St. Paul to entertam h1m
'
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in that city. This raised a little difficulty. One would have
thought that St. Paul would have been lodged by some private
friends ; we know, for instance, that his sister lived there, not
to speak of" the brethren who received him gladly." Besides,
it was about sixty-five miles from Cresarea to Jerusalem, and
the journey could not be made without a rest on the way.
Here also the reading of the W e8tern text is fuller: "These
brought us to certain with whom we should lodge, and when
we got to a certain village we stayed with .ltlnason, an early
disciple, and departi'Yig thence we came to Jerusalem."
Thus, it seems Mnason did not live at Jerusalem, but at a
village on the way; and Professor Ramsay and others say that
the ordinary text, when properly understood, implies this also.
It means we set out for Jerusalem (Cwd:3a[vOfL€V), we lodged
with Mnason (~Evur8wt-tEV, aorist, a definite time on the way),
we came to Jerusalem ("/eVOfLEvwv S€ ~!twv) • .
Here, as before, Blass says the ordinary reading is the
result of condensing what was told mo're fully in the first
recension. That St. Paul lodged at a village might seem
likely to have little interest 'for Theophilus, and so thE1 details
~ould be spared.
Dr. Salmon has a striking note1 on the epithet. "early"
(apxalrp) as applied to Mnason. We might ask when he was
~onverted, and if we refer back to xi. 2 we find another
addition of the Western text which throws light on the question.
It says that when St. Peter was journeying along this same road
from Cresarea to Jerusalem, after the conversion of Cornelius,
he " preached the Gospel in the places through which he passed"
-that is, in the very country where Mnason lived. Here, then,
is an undesigned coincidence, if, as is most likely, Mnason
was one of his converts. We can also see a probable reason
why this passage in xi. 2 might be inserted in the first
recension and omitted in the second. St. Luke, when staying
that night with Mnason, heard enough about St. Peter's preaching to lead him to make a note of it in his rough draft, and to
copy it in the first recension. But he left it out in his second,
when his mind was fully occupied with St. Paul's work.
Again, in xxviii. 16 there Is a piece of information which
W?uld, no doubt, be very interesting to the Romans, but
might be left out in the copy intended for Theophilus and
the East. On their arrival at Rome, the Western text adds
that "the centurion delivered the prisoners to the captain of
the guard" (np tn·paTo7Teoapxy). This title used to be interpreted
p c as meaning the Prefect of the Prretorian Guard , but '
as ro1essor Ramsay says, 2 it is not likely that the Prretorian
1
"Hermatbena," vol. ix. (as above) .
. "St. Paul the Traveller," p. 347.
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Prefect wo~ld be c_oncerned with the humble duty of receiving
and. guard_mg pnson~rs. Mommsen, however, aided by a
Latm versiOn (g), whwh translates the word by "princeps
peregrinorum," has explained who this officer really was.
Augustus had made out a system for the maintenance of
communications between the centre at Rome and the armies
on the frontiers. Legionary centurions, called "frumentarii,"
went to a~d fro, . acted as messengers ~nd couriers, performed pohce duttes, and conducted pnsoners. While at
Rome they resided in a camp on the Ccelian Hill called
Castra Peregrinorum. This camp was under the cdmmand
of the Princeps Peregrinorum, and clearly " Stratopedarch •• .
is the Greek name for that officer.
This instance, then, not merely proves the accuracy of the
Western text, but also shows that it adds considerably to our
knowledge.
In the case of the Gospel some of the important additions
of the Western text have been already mentioned. Two of
them, at least, are such that it would cause us mueh sorrow
to lose them-the account of our Lord's Agony and Bloody
Sweat, and His prayer for His executioners. There is an
echo of the latter in the dying words of St. Stephen, and it
seems impossible to believe they are not authentic.
Two of the omissions of the Western text have also been
referred to-in the words of o1tr Lord to Martha, and in the
soliloquy of the rich fool. If space permitted, many others
could be given.
But there are still two remarkable additions which onght
to be mentioned. One is the passage inserted in chapter vi.
about the man working on the Sabbath day: " On the same
day He saw a man working on the Sabbath, and said unto
Him: Man, if thou knowest what thou art doing, blessed art
tho'u; but if thou dost not know it, thou art cursed and a
transgressor of the law."
The wurds here are for the most part. such as St. Luke
would use, and Scrivener thinks that if the antithesis were.
less pointed it might be deemed not unworthy of the Divi?e
Teacher. The spirit of the passage Blass shows to be qmte
Pauline (cf. Rom. xiv. 5, 23). He thinks it was left out of the
recension sent to Theophilus, lest it should cause needless
offence to the Jews, who were much more numerous in the
East.
The other addition is found in the account of the burial of
the Body of our Lord in xxiii. 53. The Western text gi~es:
"And after it (the Body) had been laid there, he put agamst,
the sepulchre a stone which twenty m~m could scarce roll."
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The stone is mentioned in xxiv. 2 as bein~ there, and it must
seem strange that it was not mentioned. before, as in SS.
Matthew and Mark. Dr. Harris found here in the Latin of
Codex Bezre a hexameter line: "Imposuit lapidem quem vix
viginti movebant," and this he believed to be the source of
the strange addition. He thought this line came from a
translation of the "Odyssey," where Polyphemus is said to
have closed his cave with a stone which two-and-twenty
waggons could not stir. Blass quite agrees as to its Homeric
origin, but says St. Luke must have learned Homer at school,
and the comparison might occur to him as well as to anyone
else.
In considering the theory of a double recension put forward
by Blass, it is very important to remember that his reasoning
is cumulative, and is based on the evidence taken as a whole.
Separate cases of variation must be examined, and in each a
different explanation may be possible ; but the force of the
argument grows if this one t~eory will account for most, if
not all, of the variants. Further, whatever conclusion is
adopted as to the Acts will largely decide the question in the
Gospel, for the two go together. It is much easier to test
· additions than omissions; in Acts the Western text is chiefly
marked by additions, and there is no danger here as in the
Gospel of mixture with similar writings.
Investigation shows that the language of the Western text
is quite that of St. Luke ; the matter of the additions in many
cases materially adds to our knowledge, and few or no contradictions to other passages can be discovered.
The question, then, is : Is all this consistent with the idea
of an interpolator or reviser? Would such a person always
succeed in reproducing St. Luke's style without overdoing
it? W onld he make no mistakes and fall into no errors ? In
this connection we must remember WH's dictum that "in
literature of a high quality it is, as a rule, improbable that a
change made by transcribers should improve an author's
sense, or express his full and exact sense better than he has
done himself."
Blass has stated that his theory rests on two bases: (1)
That the Western additions are original : no stranger could
add the many things which show actual and intimate knowledge, or, if he could, would not. (2) That the ordinary text
must come from the author himself also, for no form not
authentic could ever have acquired such universal acknowledgment.
· A word must be said as to the criticism to which tile
theory has been subjected. No one seems to dispute its
d pt·iori probability ; it is admitted to be in the nature of
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things quite possible that St. Luke wrote his books twice
and those who disagree with .Blass, deal rather with the hypo~
thesis as applied to particular passages.
The strongest objection seems to be that drawn from
the number of places, especially in Acts, where the Western
reading is clear and easy to understand, while the supposed
second revision becomes involved and obscure. Blass says
one cannot always give the reasons why St. Luke made the
change, and that occasionally he may have somewhat spoiled
his work. Granting that this explanation may hold good in
a few passages; yet if many such cases are found, of which
no other account can be given, a certain amount of doubt
must attend the theory.
However, Blass's hypothesis can claim a large and growing
number of adherents, and commends itself as the most
satisfactory yet offered, to such scholars as Dr. Salmon and
Dr. Gwynn of Dublin, Dr. Harris of Cambridge, Nestle and
Zahn in Germany, and many others.
Dr. Salmon, in his" Thoughts on the Textual Criticism of
the New Testament," says: "If we had only to deal with the
Acts, I should look for no other explanation of the facts ; but
if the fact of a double edition of the Acts is established, it
becomes probable that the like may be true of the Gospel."
As to the Gospel, it should be mentioned that Dr. Salmon
inclines rather to the view that the Western variations there
are owing to explanations of passages given by St. Luke
himself in reply to questions at Rome; he thinks it likely
that these explanations were written down, and afterwards
read in the Church as authorized commentaries on his
writings.
Since Blass's theory depends at present entirely on internal
evidence, it is clear it cannot be proved with absolute
certainty. I hope I have, however, succeeded in making the
following points clear: (1) That the theory of a double
recension is a priori probable; (2) that on the whole it suits
the case, and goes much farther towards explaining the
phenomena of the Western text than any other which has yet
been advanced.
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ART. IlL-FURTHER NOTES ON GENESIS.

y last paper dealt with Gen. xxxiv.; I come now to·
M
. _ . chap. xxxv. It may be well to transcribe as far as is
necessary what is assigned to P in this chapter, putting the

passages in brackets which Kautzsch and Socin assign to the
redactor. Following directly on chap. xxxiv. 29, which runs
["and all their wealth, and all their little ones and their wives,
took they captive and spoiled even all that was in the house"],
the narrative proceeds [" and they journeyed, and a great
terror was upon the cities that were round about them, and
they did not pursue after the sons of J acob]. So J acob came
to Luz, which is in the land of Canaan [the same is Bethel].
And God appeared unto J acob [again], when he came from
Paddan Aram, and blessed him." From hence to the end of
ver. 15 we have a passage of tolerable length, assigned by
Kautzsch and Socin to the redactor and P, of which the
redactor is credited with ver. 14 and with the words," and to
thy seed after thee will I give the land" in ver. 12. Then the
redactor adds the words, "the same is Bethlehem" in ver. 19
(JE) as an explanation of the name Ephrath. Beside this, we
have the list of the sons of J acob, vers. 22-29 which is
assigned to P.
Many points of discussion arise from this assignment of the
narrative. First of all, "and they journeyed" comes rather
abruptly after chap. xxxiv. 29, which, according to the critics,
it immediately succeeds, 1 whereas the verse follows naturally
after ver. 1 (assigned by the critics to JE), in which Elohim
bids Jacob "Arise, and go to Bethel." It is true that if we
regard ver. 5 as a simple annotation by the redactor of a narrative which he had before him, some of the difficulties disappear;
but it is to be observed that neither Wellhausen nor Professor
Driver have committed themselves to Kautzsch and Socin's
theory that these verses are the work of the redactor, so that
on this point at present " the critics" are not " agreed." 2
I The reader will bear in mind that P's narrative is supposed to be
inserted in extenso, or very nearly so,
2 Wellhausen assigns vers. 9-15 toP.
Dr. Driver assigns vers. 9-13 to
P and 14 to J. Kautzsch and Socin assign ver. 14 to the redactor.
These differences are treated by the critics as immaterial. As a matter
of fact, they are as material as Newton's famous neglect of an infinitesimal
quantity in a very intricate mathematical calculation, which reduced the
rate of the moon's motion by one-half ! A difference of a single verse
throws the whole apparatus criticus out of gear. The critics should agree
among themselves before they call upon us to refute them. To refute
each one of them individually would be too herculean a task. Professor
Driver assigns vers. 1-8 to E. It is noteworthy that n~t cne of the three
condescends to give any reason for his assignment.
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Therefore the difficulty here has still to be met. And if we
grant that the words are the redactor's (a proposition a good
deal more easy to assert than to prove) we are still face· to face
with the question why he made this insertion here and whence
he derived his facts.
·
Our next p~int is that the alleged priestly writer (or P) here
us~s the anc~ent. name of Bethel. The alleged prophetical
writer (JE) m hke manner calls Beth-lehem by its early
Canaanitish name (vers. 16, 19); so again does P (ver. 27)
speak of Mamre and Kirjath Arba as the ancient names of
Hebron. 1 We need not go over again what has been said on
chaps. xiii. and xiv. 2 But criticism has still to explain to us
(1) how the priestly writer, compiling his narrative after the
return from the exile, came to know these ancient names,
(2) why he takes the trouble to disinter them, and (3) why JE, as
we find in the same chapter, should also know them and introduce them into his narrative. Three times in this chapter do
these ancient names appear. Which is the more probablethat the whole chapter is by one hand, and that a very ancient
one, and that the later names are put in by a later annotator,
or that two separate writers, writing at different times, should
have made use in each of their narratives of names which
must have been long obsolete when they were writing? Then,
again, we have once more here the remarkable phenomenon to
which attention has already been called,3 that the writer (in
each case P, according to the critics) is obviously writing away
from Palestine and for people unacquainted with its geography. But, ex hypothesi, the writer of the Priestly Code
wrote in Palestine after the exile, and for Jews presumably
1 That is, according to Kautzsch and Socin.
But, as we have seen,
Dr. Driver and Wellhausen assign vers. 1-8 to JE. But as vere. 22b-29
are assigned to P we still find each of the writers to whom the narrative
is assigned using the ancient names-a mark of homogeneity of considerable significance. I might have strengthened my argument in the
CHURCHMAN for January, 1899, p. 175, had I noticed that while Kautzsch
and Socin assign ver. 14 to the redactor, Wellhausen assigns it toP, and
Dr. Driver to J. The latter possibly scents danger here. But once more
he does not condescend to tell us why he has altered the analy~is of his
fellow critics here. I have not the Rainbow Bible and the Polychrome
Bible at hand, but I understand that they too differ from one another.
How can conclusions as to style and authorship be reached when the
critics are not agreed on the premises?
2 CHURCHliiAN for November, 1897, p. 64. We may add to whatisfoull:d
there (1) that chap. xiii. 18 (JE) states that the oaks of Ma~re are ~n
Hebron that chaps. xxiii. 19 and xxxv. 2 (2) say that Mamre ~s Hebron,
and that chap. xiv., supposed to be an insertion from a source not elsewhere
used explains how it came to be called Mamre--a strange, clearly undt>>igned, and most surprising agreement between the various "sources."
3 Cnt.:HCIDU:o;. April. 189!1, p. 34R.
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well enough acquainted with the land of their forefathers to
know where Bethel was. The only possible explanation of
this on critical principles is that P was quoting ancient records
here; but if it be admitted that the post-exilic writer was
following ancient and trustworthy authorities, then the argument for his separate existence disappears. For his late date
is inferred simply from his obvious lack of authentic information, his resort to inventions of all kinds in order to prop up
the views of the Deuteronomists and other innovators on the
ancient religious polity of the Jews. These inventions, be it
further observed, become darker and more criminal jn their
character if we find that the priestly writer actually had
access to the most ancient and authentic traditions, and
deliberately substituted his misstatements for them whenever
it suited him to do so. There can be little doubt, I think, that
a strong prima facie case is presented, both in this chapter
and the last, for the contention that we have before us a narrative of great antiquity, compiled when the writer and those
whom he was addressing were, and had for some time been,
absent from the land of Canaan. The very fact that Canaan,
not Israel, is the word used here, is an additional proof of high
antiquity. The author or redactor of the fourth (or third?)
century B.C. would surely sometimes have betrayed his late
date by thoughtlessly using the language which was familiar
to him. The fact that he never once does so confirms the
argument which has been adduced. Thus the phenomena
presented in this chapter point to an author before the Exodus.
Who but Moses, or some one writing under his supervision,
was likely to have been that author? The additions (to JE
and P alike, we must not forget, at least according to •some
critics of repute) "the same is Bethel," "the same is Bethlehem" are clearly annotations by a later hand, when the old
names were forgotten, or nearly so, and these annotations have
ultimately, as has so often been the case elsewhere, crept into
the text.
Our next point is a slight but most noteworthy one. We
have here P, the post-exilic writer (ver. 10), declaring most
emphatically that J acob's name should henceforth be, not
Jacob, but Israel; and accordingly Israel (ver. 21) that name
has immediately become in the pages of JE, a writer of four to
five centuries earlier, who" knows nothing" of the fact. 1 This
significant piece of evidence of homogeneity has escaped
1 The name Israel is, it is true, represented as given to Jacob after the
scene at the ford Jabbok in chap. xxxii. But all the writers
call h1m Jacob after that. It is not until the strong confirmation of the
command then given in the present chapter that anyone calls him Israel,
and then it is not P in which the confirmation is found, but JE.
myst~rious
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Kautzsch and Socin, who have not assigned "Israel" to the
redactor in ver. 21. This can, of course, be done in Kautzsch
and Socin's next edition, or by the next critic, or school of
critics, which arises. Unfortunately, such a step would only
be another illustration of the soundness of the position
the opponents of the German school have laid down, that in
German criticism the alleged facts depend upon theories
instead of the theories, as on all sound principles of criticism
should be the case, arising naturally out of the facts. 1 A
striking confirmation of what has been said above is that P in
vers. 23-29 "knows nothing " of what he himself has told us
in ver. 10 of the change of Jacob's name to Israel. How
clear a proof of ignorance of the facts recorded in ver. 10 this
would have been held to be if it had been wished to assign
these verses to another hand only the students of the German
methods can understand. And in this case they would really
have had ap argument to back them up. How, they might say
just as reasonably as they have said many other things, could
the writer of vers. 22-29 have known anything of the history
recorded in ver. 10? Is it not there said, "Thy name shall be
no more called Jacob, but Israel"? The writer of the abovenamed passage would not, it might be argued, have gared to
give the patriarch the name Jacob if he knew that Elohim had
specially commanded that it should not be done. Few critical
" proofs " that I have come across are equal in cogency to this
one. But the critical fiat has gone forth that it shall not be
used, and in this instance the followers of the critics meekly
accept the assertion of the guides they have elected to accept.
A few words concerning Bethel may be added. In what
Professor Driver admits to be an old account of the conquest
of Canaan 2 found in Judg. i. we have an account of the conquest of Bethel. The writer calls the city Bethel, and states
that the previous name of the city was Luz. It is evident
from his account that while, of course, among the Canaanites
it was still known by its old name (this is evident from
vers. 24-26), it was even then known to the Israelites as Bethel ;
for no account is given of the change of names or the reasons
for it in this narrative. Why? Obviously because the narratives contained in what is called the "prophetic" history of
1 4s in the instance quoted from Dr. Driver (above, p. 193), he gives
no reason for departing from authorities he is usually coll:tent ~o folio'!'·
It is clear that not the phenomena of the text, but the exigenCies <?f. hi~
theory, compel him thus silently to violate the "agreement of the critiCS
here. P, he feels could never tolerate the idolatrous "matzebah." He
only alters the character of the difficulty, however; he does not escape
it. See CHUHCHMAN, January, 1899, p. 175.
2 Introduction, p. 153.
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the "eighth or ninth century B.C ," and (according to some
critics at least) in the priestly writer after the exile, were
perfectly well known to the Israelitish people at the time when
this account (admitted by the critics themselves to be an early
one) was penned; that is to say, the prophetic writer of the
eighth or ninth century B.c. and the priestly writer of the
fourth century B. C. were known to the "early" writer of J udg. i.
We have here, then, a strong presumption-we will not follow
the vicious example of the critical school and call it a" proof"
-in favour of the antiquity and authority, if not. of JE and P
themselves, at least of the documents they used in their narratives, and also a presumption of no light weight in favour of
the opinion-in support of which other considerations have
already been adduced-that we have in this chapter no JE or
P at all, but an early narrative, composed or compiled from
sources contemporary, or all but contemporary, with the events
recorded. I need not say over again what has already been
repeatedly said about the extreme improbability of the
hypothesis that a post-exilic writer, whose primary object in
writing was to substitute his comparatively modern ideas for
the earlier religious belief and practice of Israel, would insert
and even (as some critics suppose) emphasize, points in his
narrative which directly made against his object-points such
as the original importance of Bethel, and J acob's practice of
using pillars ("matzeboth ") for worship and pouring libations
on them which were forbidden by the code the priestly writer
so earnestly (at least, so we are told) desired to recommend.
I return for a moment to the question discussed in March,
1898, about the use of El Shaddai here. That expression has
been ''proved," in the usual manner, to b& characteristic of P
among the writers of the Pentateuch. We have noted the
fact that the term was clearly in use in early times among the
peoples of Palestine, but not among the Israelites, which
makes it a very extraordinary term to be pitched upon by the
post-exilic writer as the early covenant name of God, expref'sly
set aside by Him for J ehovah in Exod. vi. 3. On the other
hand, we have not failed to ask the reader's attention to the
exact accordance of P's statement with the facts, if he be really
in possession of authentic information here ;1 for the history
represents El Shaddai as an early term used by the Semitic
peoples in the patriarchal age, and recognized as the covenant
~ame of God in the days of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, but
confined, after the revelation to Moses, to the heathen nations
borde;ring on Israel, which is precisely what we should expect,
1
Kautzsch an4 Socin, as we have seen, assign ver. 14 to the redacto,.,
and Professor Drxver, more consistently, to JE.
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if P's account be a true one. Thus P's statements are confirmed by the history if he be regarded as an early writer
handing down authentic information ; out of harmony with it
if he be a later inventor, as the critical theory supposes. The
term appears in God's revelation of Himself to Abraham in
chap. xvii. 1, in chap. xxviii. 3, in Isaac"s address to Jacob, in
the present passage, in an allusion to this last passage in
chap. xlviii. 3, and in Jacob's song (xlix. 25), to the antiquity
of which the fact recorded in Exod. vi. 3 testifies. The occurrence of the similar term El Eljon in the story of Melchizedek
confirms the view that the title El, with some quali(ying addition, was common in early times. Thus the more closely the
narrative is scrutinized, the more unexpected and remarkable
are the confirmations we find of the authenticity of the history,
and the more untenable the positions of the German school of
criticism are found to be.
I will not dwell on the way in which Professor Driver
attempts to defend his assertion that Pis less anthropomorphic
than JE in his conceptions of God, 1 in the face of such an
expression as "God went up from him" (ver. 13), further than
to remark that; it seems to involve some ultra-refinement of
reasoning. But at least Professor Driver recognises the difficulty here, and frankly endeavours to deal with it, whether we
regard his attempt as too fine-drawn or whether we do not.
In vers. 22b-29 we come across another peculiarity of the
dominant school of criticism. When it smts them, peculiar
expressions are seized upon as unmistakable evidences of
style, which proves beyond a doubt that the sentences in question are by different hands. Thus: when iS~ in the Kal voice
is used for "to beget" the passage is indisputably from JE;
when i~S~i"l (the Hiphil voice) is used, it is as obvious that P
is the author. I have already repeatedly shown that in dealing
with the various expressions thus assigned the critics do not
consistently follow their own rules ; in fact, those rules are
only binding when it suits them. The occurrence of i~S,i"l, as
we know, is regarded as an unmistakable proof that the historian is copying from P. On these principles, the expression
"the sons of," found in vers. 22b-29, must be as indisputable a
proof that the historian is copying from someone else. Still
more inevitable is this conclusion when we remember that a
still more indisputable proof that we are in the presence of P is
the characteristic word " origins." 2 We are,. therefore, bound
to conclude that here, wher!'l both of these characteristic expres1

Introduction, p. 121.
Generations," .A.. V.

2 •·

See also
.

CHURCHMAN,

March, 1894, p. 294.
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sions are absent, and both of them replaced by the unusual
phrase " sons of," we are to recognise a quotation from some
other author. What, therefore, must be the surprise of the
careful and inquiring student to find that, notwithstanding the
marked absence of several of his best-known characteristics,
we are asked to see in this passage the hand of P ? Were all
genealogies, without exception, assigned to P, as consistency
would seem to require, we should have no difficulty in following
the critics. But there is something, surely, a little " willkurlich" in their treatment of the phenomena before them here.
Another point of some interest arises as we scrutinize the
narrative, not from an ex cathedra point of view, but in the
spirit of inquiry. In dealing with Gen. xiii.-xviii. we saw
that JE brings Abraham to Mamre (chap. xiii. 18), that the
unique author of chap. xiv. finds him there (ver. 13), and
that when JE goes on with his narrative in chap. xviii. he is
still there ; nor do any of the extracts from various authors
which occur in the intervening chapters represent him as
living anywhere else. This is a tolerably striking instance of
homogeneity in a narrative. But it is by no means all. In
chap. xix. he was still there, for travellers have remarked how
exactly the description in chap. xix. 27 agrees with all that is
known of the locality. In chap. xx. Abraham, for some
reason, leaves the neighbourhood, and journeys towards the
land of the Philistines, where Isaac was born. But by
chap. xxiii. he had returned to Hebron (ver. 2), and Abraham
approaches the children of Heth, to whom he was obviously
very well known, for "a possession of a burying-place."
Again, when Rebekah reaches Isaac, he has moved to "the
land of the south," and Beer-lahai-roi was his residence, as
we are twice told. Next, he is found at Gerar, in consequence of a famine (chap. xxvi.). He is at Beer-sheba once
more when Jacob leaves him. When Jacob returns to
Canaan he does not appear to have gone to his father, but to
have pitched his tent at Shechem, at Bethel, and at Bethlehem. Why he did not visit his father is not related. But
when Isaac's burial is related, he seems to have been once
more settled in Abraham's own home at Mamre. Now, it is
remarkable that only JE and the supposed unknown author
of that unique fragment chap. xiv. place Abraham at Mamre.
It is therefore not a little surprising to find P placing Isaac
there just before his death, and bringing Jacob to him there
at that moment. Still more remarkable is it that when next
we have a mention of the localitj in which Jacob dwelt, JE
speaks of him as still dwelling " in the vale of Hebrou "
(ver. 17), where P has brought him in chap. xxxv. 27, and
where apparently P regards him as having made a lengthened
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stay, for he speaks of him as having" dwelt in the land of
his father's sojournings " in chap. xxxvii. 1. All this is
surely no slight example of what is called the undesigned
coincidence. It is beyond all possibility that two incomplete,
and, as we are told, in many ways inaccurate, histories, which
grew up, no one knows how, hundreds of years after the
events narrated, could have been pieced together- very
clumsily, as we are asked to believe-so as to bring out such
harmonious results, such unexpected and undesigned confirmations of one another's narratives. Surely facts like
these-and they are by no means isolated facts-ought to be
placed by every candid student of the history side by side
with the authoritative statements of the critics, and to be
allowed some weight in the determination of so difficult a
question as the date of a document recording events which
took place, or were alleged to have taken place, some three
thousand five hundred years ago.
The expression i:j~tl
or 1:1~~~ (ver. 11) occurs only
three times in the Pentateuch, and not elsewhere in the
Bible. It has been carefully assigned to Peach time. The
assignment, however, is somewhat arbitrary. It is fair to
contend that
which in the first instance means a body
of persons called together, became afterwards the technical
name for the congregation of Israel, and, having this recognised meaning, it ceased afterwards to be used of a gathering
together of other peoples. It is, however, occasionally used
in the later writers for a company generally, but never, I
think, where it could possibly be confounded with the general
assembly of the Israehte tribes.
Before dismissing chap. xxxv. there is one word more to
be said about Ki~jath Arba, the ancient name for Hebron.
Both here and in Josh. xiv. 15 and xv. 13 mention is made of
this name. The former passage in Joshua is assigned by
Professor Driver to "JE, expanded or recast in parts by
D 2. " This he suggests with some hesitation. Josh. xv. 13
we are told belongs toP, although the next verse, which is
in close connection with it, is assigned to JE. Now, the
supposition that the same statement, repeated twice in the
same book within the compass of thirteen verses, is by
two different hands seems to involve a somewhat arbitrary
assumption. If P here and in J osh. xv. 13 has repeated a
statement of JE, or possibly of D 2, why did he so repeat it?
And why has he introduced his quotation of earlier authors
in the chapter we are considering? The passage points to a
closer knowledge of ancient history than was likely to be
possessed either at the date at which JE, or that at which
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p is said to have written. There can be little doubt that
the writers in Gen. xxxv. and in Joshua were in possession
of authentic details. And it is worthy of remark that while
the former writer represents Hebron to be in the hands of the
Hittites, the latter writer, composing his narrative at a time
when the Hittite power, as we now know, was rapidly on the
decline, speaks of the Anakim, or children of Anak, as in
possession of the city. Thus, the narrative in the Pentateuch
and Joshua, like that in Gen. xiv., displays, as recent archreological discovery has told us, a surprising acquaintance with
tlie conditions of Canaan and its neighbours at the early
period with which it deals. And as far as it goes, which is a
considerable distance, the difierence between the statements
on this point of Genesis and Joshua appear to negative the
theory which would make them into a Hexateuch, and to
support the view which regards them as distinct documents,
of which Joshua is the later. It may, however, be contended
that Gen. xxxv. 27 speaks of Hebron as "the city of Arba"
before the Hittites had abandoned it. Were we scientific
critics, we should be able summarily to dismiss the matter by
describing these words" city of Arba" as an "editorial gloss."
But somehow this expedient, however ready a resource it may
often prove to the scientific critic, seems only to move his
wrath when used by others beside himself. But it is by no
means inadmissible, when we remember the names of the
various tribes which inhabited Palestine, to suppose that the
Hittite occupation of Hebron was only a temporary one, and
that, as the Hittite power declined, the ancient inhabitants
repossessed themselves of their former habitations. This is
at least as reasonable as to suppose that, here and in Joshua,
we have mere vague and untrustworthy traditions of the
history of Israel previous to the Exodus, written down by the
Jehovist or the Deuteronomist, and copied at random by the
priestly writer after the exile. 1
Chap. xxxvi. need not detain us long. Professor Driver
assigns it, " in the main," to P ; Kautzsch and Socin attribute
a good deal of it to the redactor. It seems clear from
ver. 31 that the list of the Edomite rulers at least is of later
date-later than the introduction of kingly rule into Israel.
But at least some support is given in this verse to the historical credibility of Judges and 1 Samuel, which represent
the theocracy as having deferred kingly government in Israel
to a considerably later date than that at which it was intro~ It i.s. of course, possible that Ephron the Hittite was a foreigner
SOJourmng among the Anakim; but this possibility does not in any way
affect the argument in the text.
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duced among the surrounding tribes. This, again, as far as
it goes (and it goes a good way), tends to support the statements in the Pentateuch and historical books which represent the Jews as believing that they had received a Divine
revelation and Divinely- ordered institutions- in fact, a
national policy, secular and religious-at the hand of Moses.
We may further remark on the extreme improbability
that a later writer should invent a number of utterly unnecessary details of the kind contained in this chapter. The only
possible ground for their insertion is that they were obtained
from authentic records to which the writer had access. He
was not likely to have had access to them after the exile,
when an altogether new order of things had come into
existence. By that time the ancient records must have
perished, and it would have been as fatuous to invent as it
had become impossible to obtain them.
Lastly, the words "these are the generations" (originstol'doth) "of Jacob" (Gen. xxxvii. 2) are supposed to wind
up the whole genealogy. Nothing of the kind. For what has
gone before is not the genealogy of Jacob, but of Esau. By
no stretch of language or of imagination can chap. xxxvi. be
made to refer to Jacob. Why, then, may we not, as we have
done in other cases, regard the expression as referring to
what follows ? Simply because the critics have assigned the
chapter to JE. The fact that they have done so precludes
the necessity for argument. Let us reverently submit to
infallibility and its decrees.
J. J. LrAs.

ART. IV.-PRACTICAL ECHOES FROM THE BRIGHTON
CHURCH CONGRESS.

II.
MADE at Brighton notes on a great number of practical
points of business, some of which, though individually,
Iperhaps,
seeming to be of no great importance, yet in the
aggregate mount up considerab1y, and so have a material
bearing on the comfort and convenience of the visitors to a
Congress. These points do not very readily in all cases lend
themselves to classification, and I shall have to present them
to the reader in a somewhat disjointed form.
It has been the practice for many years to prepare for each
Congress a special Congress Banner. These were allowed to
accumulate, with the idea that at every Congress the banners
15
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of all preceding Congresses should be exhibited to show the
history of the movement. These banners have now so
increased in number as to become burdensome; whilst they
have grown from mere squares of silk with simple names and
dates embroidered on them, costing altogether, perhaps, £5
each, to elaborate and highly-wrought specimens of art
needlework, culminating at Brighton in a cost of £70. At
the risk of being hooted by the votaries of ecclesiastical
millinery, I suggest that (best of all) banners should be
abolished; or, if not, that no attempt should be made any
longer to parade them from Congress to Congress, but that,
when done with at any Congress, they should be handed over
then and there to some Church representative body, to be
stored up locally as a reminiscence of a local event, or otherwise for local use. Under any circumstances, however, I
venture to deprecate such a sum as £70 being spent on a
banner as a wicked and useless waste of money.
The. office arrangements in advance of a Congress deserve to
be much more elaborately organized than is generally done.
While a certain amount of office work in the shape of letters
to write and answer falls to the paid Secretary intermittently
between February and July, whwh he can dispose of at his
own private residence, yet after July there should be a
room in some handy position in the Congress town definitely
set apart and publicly advertised as the office. Personal
attendance should be given here, either by the Chief Secretary,
or some responsible deputy, at fixed hours two or three times
a week during July and August; whilst these attendances
:should be daily as from September 1 till the Congress is over.
After the beginning of September the Congress office should
be, if possible, under the roof of the Congress AssemblyRooms, or in very close proximity thereto. The principal
office accessible to the outside public should be a spacious
apartment provided with an abundance of large tables, each
dedicated to different branches of work, and each in charge of
separate junior Clerks or Volunteer Assistants with defined
duties. For instance, at one table nothing should be done
but the filling up and delivery of tickets; another table
should be the receipt of custom, including the giving of
change, etc. ; a third table should be dedicated to the reception, opening, and. classification of general letters and tele·
gra_ms ; a fourth table should be set apart for Railway business;
wh1lst the Hospitality Committee should have at their exelusive disposal a large table. All tables should be well
provid~d with spring-clips, index-boxes, brass.spike files, and
<Jonvemences of that character which are absolutely indispensable for the rapid, orderly, ~nd accurate treatment of the
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immense mass of correspondence which pours in daily during
the last two or three weeks. At Brighton we had only two
men permanently in residence, so to speak, and they were
charged with a variety of matters distinct from one another,
and which they unavoidably could not help muddling up.
Our inside office arrangements at Brighton were terribly
deficient in table-space, elbow-room, and method. The office
ought to be kept open till a quarter of an hour after the end of
each evening meeting.
The rooms and passaaes accessible to the members of the
Congress generally should be properly indicated by a liberal
allowance of printed labels in large type, such as " Writing
Room," "Newspaper Room," "Type-writing Room,"" Cloak
Rooms," "Ticket-office," "Press Room" (to be marked
"Private"), and so on.
Badges should be provided for the Secretaries, Treasurers,
and Stewards. These should be circular, about two inches
in diameter, in coloured leather, mounted on stiff millboard,
and stamped as required-" Secretary," ''Treasurer," "Chief
Steward," "Steward," a different colour being allotted to
each. A small supply of gummed labels with the word
" Platform " on them should be kept ready to be placed on
the tickets of a few privileged members, besides "Readers,"
" Speakers," and members of committees.
In connection with the sale of tickets, a decided mistake
was made at Brighton by insisting on the day-tickets being
2s. 6d., and available for all the meetings of the dated day.
It was pointed out that in many cases persons who did not
care to incur the full expense of a full ticket at 7s. 6d. for
the whole Congress ought to be offered the option of either
a day-ticket for a whole day at 2s. 6d., or a ticket for one
meeting only at Is. A very large number of people came and
asked for tickets for one meeting only, and whilst a certain
number of them paid the 2s. 6d. for one meeting, it was quite
evident that a very large number of tickets would have been
sold for single meetings if the price had been put at Is. only.
Of course, if it were anticipated there would be a very special
demand in respect of one meeting, and there was any prospect
of the full-ticket holders being elbowed out by a great influx
of Is. ticket-holders, it would be easy, and perhaps sometimes it would be necessary, to place a limit on the issue of
Is. tickets.
Now for a few observations relating to the arrangements
connected with the Meetings.
The rules as to the bell on the platform should be very
plainly set out-that is to say, what the first bell means, and
the second bell, as regards the intervals. Much confusion will
I 5-2
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be saved if these rules are printed in the Guide much more
plainly than they were printed in the Brighton Guide.
The Secretaries should be within easy reach of the President,
so that he can readily communicate with them and they with
him. In certain rooms at Brighton the Secretaries were placed
at a very much lower level, and this was found exceeding inconvenient for everybody concerned.
The first, or two first, rows of chairs should be reserved for
deaf people, and labelled accordingly.
The arrangements as to Stewards should be carefully thought
out. There should be one Chief Steward in control of each
Meeting-room, with one Chief Ticket-taker at each door, and
the other Stewards in the room should be placed under the
supreme control of the Chief Steward.
Though all readers and speakers do not require any sort of
desk for their papers or notes, many speakers find such desks
a great convenience, and one should be provided on each platform. A table is not enough. It must be a stand which can
be raised to a good height above the floor, so that a speaker,
who is a tall man, shall not have to stoop down to his own personal inconvenience, and to the loss of the audience ; for if a
speaker at a large meeting wishes to be heard, and the audience
wish to hear him, he must be able always to stand well upright,
and to keep his head upright. A music-stand is generally
offered as suitable for this purpose, and so it is if its range of
adjustment will take it up sufficiently high, which is not
always the case. The average level of the shelf of the stand
should be capable of being put up to nearly five feet. In addition to and independent of the desk a rail for speakers to lean
upon is often appreciated.
A matter deserving of careful thought is the music to be
given at the Mayor's Reception. It may be taken for granted
that a full composition, lik.ely to last, say, a whole hour, must
not be thought of. Such was offered at Brighton, and very
wisely refused by the Committee, who considered that the
music should be so many distinct compositions, each complete
in itself, and with a good allowance of time between each for
conversation, which is certain to take place, whether an interval
is allowed or not. If the principal reception-room is a very
large one, it is questionable policy to accept offers of vocal
solos, whether by ladies or gentlemen; in fact, under the best
o~ circumstances, vocal music has a bad chance of being appreCiated. However, if it is accepted, it had best be in the form
of choruses or glees. If the music is not vocal, but only instrumental, and especially if a band supplies it, very great pressure
should be put upon the conductor to keep the volume of sound
down. I can recall, and so can everybody, many occasions in
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which a loud band, however good the music, has been a
nuisance and an annoyance. An evening reception, especially
under its other and very good name of conversazione, is a
period of time intended for conversati'm and which the visitors
desire and intend should be so used, and anything which prevents them enjoying the society of the friends, who in many
cases they come specially to meet and talk with, becomes a
burden and annoyance.
The work of the Hospitality Committee is one which requires
a very much larger amount of forethought and prearrangement than those appointed to organize hospitality generally
realize. The ma~ter is set in motion, or should be set in
motion, by the issue of three circulars :
1. A circular to residents asking if they are disposed to take
in some visitors, and for what length of time.
2. A circular to go out to purchasers of Congress tickets
inviting them to state what accommodation they will reql!ire,
coupled with a promise on the part of the Committee that
though they will do their best to obtain the accommodation
asked for, no guarantee can be given that it can be provided.
The paragraph in the circular which states this should be
worded with great care, because it often happens, and did so at
Brighton, that purchasers of tickets treat the receipt of the
ticket and the circular as a pledge that they will be provided
with bed and board free of cost. There were numerous complaints in regard to this received by the Committee, and some
of them couched in very intemperate language.
R A circular to go out to hotels, boarding-house keepers,
and ordinary lodging-house keepers, inviting them to state
what accommodation they will be able to offer, and what their
charges will be. These circulars should be slightly different
in their wording according to the class of house which is
addressed. But it is a very important matter that they should
be asked to give the information in some detail, and not in a
lump form-that is to say, not only charges per week, but
charges per period-Monday to Saturday, charges per day, and
charges per meal. If this is not done, visitors may be hindered
in accepting day invitations to meals away from their lodgings,
or if they do accept disputes and unpleasantness may arise in
settling up, when visitors claim, as naturally they will do and
should do, a rebate, in regard to meals which they have not
taken.
A matter which deserves careful attention in advance is the
official list of ticket-holders, which is generally issued on the
Tuesday of the Congress, but which, for various reasons, had
much better be kept back till the Wednesday. I had no idea
until I embarked on the matter ho'V exceedingly complicated
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and troublesome a business it is to prepare this list. The
general practice has been for a clerk in the office to transcribe
the names for the printer from the official record of the tickets
sold from time to time. Of course, the book in which these
entries are made only contains the names and addresses of the
ticket-holders as the tickets are issued. Of course, they are
not in alphabetical order, and they only give the home
addresses of the ticket-holders, and not the addresses at which
· they will be found in the Congress town or neighbourhood.
This is a subsequent process, and a very troublesome one. The
names have to be transcribed under the letters of the alphabet,
and the local address is added under great pressure of time
quite at the last minute, say during the last three or four days
before they have to be put into the printer's hands on the
Monday or Tuesday. Experience shows that it is impossible
to do this even with the most moderate accuracy in the available time. The transcription of such a mass of proper names
fro'm one manuscript into another manuscript is fatal to
accuracy, and the only way in which it can be done is to notify
to ticket-holders that if they wish their names entered they
must hand in or send their visiting-cards or some equivalent
prepared by themselves at the time when they apply for their
tickets. The tickets being applied for during many previous
weeks, cards so sent in can be sorted at leisure into the strictest
alphabetical order, and they can be fastened into books or put
on a spiked file, and handed to the printer so that the compositor can work from a printed original without the intervention of two copyists. In this way, not only is accuracy more
easily obtained, but the names can be inserted to the very
last minute in their proper order, and the minimum amount of
time needs to be expended in verifying the spelling. Once get
the names and home addresses in type, it is a comparatively
simple matter to add in, on a facing page, the Congress town
addresses. From our experience at Brighton, it is quite evident
that a large and remunerative sale can be obtained for the
list of names if it is got out with a fair amount of accuracy
and especially with promptitude. We :printed 750 copies, and
could have sold a much larger number 1f the matter had been
properly worked out in sufficient time.
The Post - Office department of the Congress is worked
entirely by the Post- Office authorities, and the Congress
officials are called upon to do nothing but provide the room,
and the requisite tables or benches. There was at Brighton
a serious omission that gave rise to many complaints. The
Post:Office room was not very handy to the reception and
readmg rooms, but a little out of the way. The inconvenient
effects of this might have been cured (but the matter was not
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thought of in time) by the provision of a box for the reception of letters in the central hall.
Although the usual Post-Office arrangements were in force
that stamped letters sent through the post could be asked
for at the Post-Office table as at an ordinary Post-Office, yet
it was impossible to dispel the idea which was in many
people's minds that they could leave unpaid letters at the
Congress general office, and ask for letters, parcels, and such
things at that office. It would be far better to recognise
this as a facility which the Committee were practically
bound to supply, and to organize it properly in advance.
If this is done, a very important fitting is a rack such M that
used at hotels for exhibitmg on the face of a wall a row of
letters and telegrams affixed temporarily by means of a
clip.
Perhaps mention may here be made in connection with this
matter of the question of a Lost Property Office. Everybody
seems to consider that the Secretaries can always find lost
property, and make it their business to collect it and safeguard it. At Brighton it was considered to be the proper
function of the custodian of the public rooms, but he was
seldom to be found, and those who had lost their property
invariably went to the Secretaries first of all to claim it.
A novelty was introduced at the Brighton Congress which
worked exceedingly well-a refreshment-room conducted by
a local lady of position, assisted by thirty young ladies
collected from amongst her friends, and two or three gentlemen, to do special work. The food was all give:Q. With
rare exceptions, it was found to be of the best quality. The
prices were very moderate. There was very little money paid
directly by the Congress Committee in connection with the
refreshments beyond the hire of glass and. china, so that the
sales were almost entirely net profit, and this profit was
handed over to the Church Schools Fund. The professional
caterer and the professional waiter were kept entirely out of
the affair, and whether one inquired as to the luncheons or
the teas, the reports were in the highest degree favourable.
The attendance was very large every day. Business was
carried on from 12.0 to 8.0 p.m., the idea being to supply
luncheons at 1s. 6d. from 12.0 to 2.0, afternoon teas from
4.0 to 6.0, and a light meat supper from 6.0 to 8.0. The
ladies who worked it sent their own circulars to their own
friends, and the Congress Committee had the satisfaction of
knowing that their tiCket-holders were well-fed, and cheaply
fed, under circumstances which were very favourable to the
personal comfort of the guests. Where a party of visitors
desired to have their meals as a family party, they were able
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to engage tables to themselves which would accommodate
from four to ten persons.
I have already more than exhausted the space at my disposal, and must pass over other points which I had desired
to note, dealing only with one more matter. The Brighton
Committee restored a practice which was formerly universal,
namely, having tw0 or more meetings going on at the same
time; and they came in for a good deal of censure in certain
quarters for doing so. I desire to express the opinion that
this censure was altogether unreasonable. Though it is quite
true that there may be a certain number of persons desirous
of attending both of two meetings which are going on at the
same time, on the other hand, there are a certain number of
persons who do not desire to do this, and very likely in many
cases they are a majority. If, therefore, it were laid down as
a standing principle that there were never to be any simultaneous meetings the result would be that only half the
number of subjects otherwise possible could be put up~n the
programme, and from that reduced number of meetmgs a
large number of ticket-holders would be absent, and have
nothing to do but loaf about the streets of the Congress town.
On the other .hand, by having meetings always in duplicate,
and sometimes even in triplicate, a very much larger amount
of ground may be covered, a very much larger number of
members will be provided with pabulum, and a certain
number of minor subjects, not perhaps of general interest, but
yet useful and important in their way, can be ventilated,
although only to small audiences. If any drastic reform of
established usages is to be contemplated I think a good deal
may be 8aid for reducing the number of meetings in succession.
Meetings morning, afternoon, and evening are indeed a great
strain both on Congress members and Congress officials, and
I should like to see the experiment tried of ouly two meetings
a day-say, afternoon and evening on Tuesday; morning and
evening on Wednesday; and morning and afternoon on
Thursday and Friday. This would leave the Thursday
evening free for the Conversaziune, and the Friday evening
for the Working Men's Meeting; and as Congress members in
general are not admissible to this last-named meeting, they
would be free to do what many of them would often like to
do-that is, go home without sleeping on Friday night in the
Congress town, and yet without missing any ordinary meeting
by going home.
The discontinuance of the Devotional Meeting was discussed
by the Brighton Committee, and would be a change in favour
of which much might be urged.
G. F. CHAMBERS.
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ART. V.-" PRESENT YOUR BODIES "-A NEW
YEAR'S HOMILY~l

rrHE language of religion is wont, perhaps too often, to speak
of man as a soul. It is partly, no doubt, the result of a
wish to insist upon that which the careless may forget, and
to emphasize the immortal in man in distinction from the
frail and changeful body. But it may unintentionally have
aided these partial views of Christian truth which allow men
to accept as inevitable acts which in their commonest form are
often lightly dismissed as mere infirmities, and in their fullest
development become rank antinomianism. If any persons
were minded to think that the Gospel of Christ carried no
message for their bodies, this use might help them.
But for no such view could Holy Scripture be summoned in
witness. Whether we recall the language of the Prophets as
to the Messiah, the words of our Lord Himself, the characteristics of His ministry, or the teaching of His Apostles,
nothing can warrant such an assumption. Holy Scripture
may inculcate the humility proper to the spirits which dwell
in houses of clay (Job xiii. 12), in tenements as easily overthrown as a tt-ont (2 Cor. v. 1). It may caution us against
over-anxiety in caring for the body (Matt. vi. 5); against
allowing it to be under the dominion of sin (Rom. vi. 12) ;
against surrendering it to evil instead of consecrating it to
God (1 Cor. vi. 13) ; against the :peril of permitting a single
member (e.g., the tongue, Jas. ii1. 6) to escape our control.
But Holy Scripture has also other things to say. Christ is
presented as the Saviour of the believer's body (Eph. v. 23),
which is a member of Christ (1 Cor. vi. 15), a temple of the
Holy Ghost (1 Cor. vi. 19), may be the instrument by which
God is glorified (1 Cor. vi. 10), and by which the life-giving
power of Christ is manifested (2 Cor. iv. 10) ; is destined to
share in the Resurrection (1 Cor. xv. 42-44), indeed to be made
like unto the body of the risen Lord (Phil. iii. 21).
St. Paul, too, has another figure under which the dignity of
the body is expressed. He bids us "present" it "a living
sacrifice," and he calls this our reasonable, rational "service."
It was a figure which would appeal to some early believers.
Men then, like men now, differed in temperament. Some
then, as some now, found themselves attracted Ly ritual.
The Jew who believed might miss the ritual 9f the old dispensation, though he assented to its typical character. The
Gentile rriight crave something which filled the place of old
"I beseech you ..• present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God."-RoM. xii.,l.
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and familiar ceremonies. St. Paul seizes upon the old habit
and converts it to his own use. If any desire a ritual here is a
cultus of a new order. They can offer a sacrifice to God, the
sacrifice of their bodies, an offering God will accept-a rational
and seemly A.aTpda on their part.
The season of Christmas and the New Year may well put
every Christian believer in mind of the extreme urgency of
this appeal. At a time when "for us men and for our salvation " our Lord J·esus Christ " came down from heaven, and
was incarnate by the Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary, and was
made man," the call to glorify God in our bodies," which are
His," can hardly be absent from our minds. Perhaps it will
be ~11 the more definitely before us because the development
which has so largely marred a Christian festival by circumstances of almost pagan self-indulgence must imply a call to
those who would rescue the season for something higher than
feasting and merry-making. Christ, once seen in the flesh on
earth, now ascended up on high, has to be manifested in His
people, revealed in their lives, preached by their conduct and
words, glorified in their actions. It befits us, then, to ask
ourselves whether our own use of the body suggests to others
as well as to ourselves this willing sacrifice.
In what spirit is our body used? Have we realized all onr
responsibility in respect of that body, or for the bodies of
others in the world ?
The profligate, the undisguised sensualist, the glutton and
the hard drinker, following in part the primitive instincts of
the brute, yet neglecting the self-control which even the
brute can show, exhibit to us in some of its most revolting
forms the lower side of man's fallen nature. These need no
moralist to declare their dishonour of the body. But facile
denunciation of them may go with other offences scarcely le~s
serious in themselves and their issues. Short of these gross
sins, others exist which cannot be set aside as mere foibles or
infirmities of no importance. Over-anxiety, pride of person
or adornment, and keen enjoyment of the pleasures· of the
table may still exist, even amongst those who meet for worship
in churches. The warning against over-anxiety for the body,
against undue regard for it, is not superfluous even now.
The man who sinks into an anxious valetudinarian is calling
all to witness the weakness of his faith, or his lack of faith at
all. The man or woman who becomes a humble attendant
upon the whims of fashion, a kind of slave under the austere
rule of tailor or dressmaker, is in spirit an idolater. In such
cases the life makes it hard for any to associate the thought of
sacrifice with the use of the body. Where is the offering ?
There is another extreme. The over-anxiety or sensual
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solicitude of the one may be matched with utter forgetfulness
in another. The body is wholly uncared for, merely because
the mind is preoccupied with affairs. That is in an age of
extreme competition and over-pressure a common failing.
Doctors all around us are patching up the frames of men
whose physical sufferings are the direct and obvious outcome
of contempt for God's laws as to the use of the body. There
is nothing heroic in wearing out in toil for selfish ends the
body or the mind, or in handing down to posterity enfeebled
frames and impaired or distorted intellects. If there be any
sacrifice here it is to self. God's law directs the body to be
kept at its best, that it may be used for Him. This is using it
as a slave to do the bidding of self.
There are others who err from a sensitive conscience which
has been wrongly treated. In the spirit of some ancient
philosophers they have come to think of the body only as a
clog upon the soul, only as the subject of temptation, only as
a hateful garment which cannot too soon be thrown off. Thm,
it seems, they think of the body formed in the likeness of
God; the body honoured by Christ when He took our nature
upon Him; the body in which the Holy Spirit may dwell as
in a temple. Pagans may thus think ; but it is ground upon
which the Christian man must walk warily, even when, like
St. Paul, he is most conscious of the conflict between the flesh
and the spirit. At least, we may ask ourselves in what sense
the body thus regarded could be presented to God. Such an
offering would be, it is clear, not of our best, but of our worst;
the giving away of the thing dishonoured and despised.
Let us turn from this negative view to ask ourselves what
we are doing. What is the Christian law of the body? How
far are we frankly seeking to obey it ?
Our members are instruments of the will. Is the will submitted to the will of God? There must be readiness both to
abide by and to do the will of God, even as Christ did the will
of the Father. That submission can only come of faith. But
he who definitely trusts the word and power of God can
submit with a light heart. "I am Thine, save me"
(Ps. cxix. 94), may be his cry. His defence is now with
God, though vigilance and all that the Holy Spirit directs
must be exerted by him. Every believing man's exyerience
assures him that this new power is absolutely needfu for the
conflict with temptation. It is idle for anyone to sit down and
suppose that by careful regard to secular considerations he
can secure immunity in the face of temptation. A moment of
severer trial, a gust. of passion, a fit of perversity, may s?atter
his resolutions like chafl'. He needs a regenerate w1ll to
govern that body of his, the conflict with which, trying him
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by its weakness (Matt. xxvi. 41), by some special frailty
(2 Cor. xii. 7), or by the unceasing strife of the lower nature
aoainst the dominion of the Spirit (Rom. vii.), can only issue
iif assured victory to the man who has consciously resigned
himself into the keeping of God.
The body, then, as the instrument of a regenerate will, must
be employed in the service of God. It cannot be left only
active in the pursuits which, though they may be followed
to the glory of God, still connect themselves directly and
naturally with self. The use of the body in the ordinary
discharge of our duties is, indeed, a part of its service for God.
But you will not always associate the thought of sacrifice
with this. You may like work ; it is no trial to discharge it
honestly, to provide the full tale of bricks well made. Sheer
idleness (save upon occasion) would be as irksome to one as
hard labour to another. Beyond a doubt this ready, conscientious, single-hearted discharge of duty is, in the faithful,
an offering to God. But the body as a sacrifice may give
more than this; may cut off something of its just leisure for
other work; may deny itself for the profit of others ; may
" be spent" in a service which has no relation to self-interest.
Thus you have a double offering-the day's toil consciously
offered to God; the sacrifice, made in no ascetic spirit, but in
one of glad surrender, added thereto.
The whole field of social activity calls out for the intelligent
influence of him who thus thinks of the body, and calls as
clamorously as it ever did even in days of greater social peril
and unrest. For he must not think only of himself, but also
of others. Who that so honours the tenement in which God
has placed his soul can look unmoved upon the world around
him ? I know not which sight is the more terrible-the
pampered person of the utterly idle man or woman and the
worn-out body of the profligate, or some poor starved frame
-homeless, cold, and forgotten of man-that yields up its
spirit in streets of a Christian city, itself to be the subject of
an inquest, and the tenant of a pauper's grave.
But in every class there is crying need of those who,
speaking to men's souls, will not omit to tell them of their
bodies. The prodigality of the rich, the often merely careless
wrong-doing of the leisured, the wasted time and the unemployed talents; the homes of the poor, the miw1s of the
poor, the social instincts of the poor-these things cry out
for. the intelligent thought and care of the Christian citizen.
It 1s not enough to ring the church bell, to open the missionroo~ ~oor, to deliver your tract, to speak in your own words
9hnst s message of love, or to go yourself to church to worship
m comfort and return to comfort again. You have to act as
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those who would manifest to the world the Master Who fed
the hungry, Who healed the sick, Who consoled the mourner;
Who even now in the assize court of your own consciences
calls you to witness whether, in the person of His "brethren"
the poor, the sick, and the prisoner, the Lord Himself has
had of your services. No man who has consciously laid hold
of the promises of God and felt their sustaining power will
ever do his brethren in the world the injustice of supposing
that a Gospel of sanitation, education, and recreation can
supply all their needs. But he will remember their nature.
He will work "as well for the body as the soul." Shall he
not with each New Year seek more fully to enter into the
possibilities of his testimony in this aspect ? In so doing,
patiently watchful over his own members, and in the happy
service of man, he will, indeed, offer the sacrifice of his body
to Him Who one day " shall change " that " vile body that it
may be fashioned like unto His glorious body, according to
the working whereby He is able even to subdue all things
unto Himself" (Phil. iii. 21).
A. R. BUCKLAND.
ART. VI.-AMONG THE WATER-GIPSIES.
HE 1st of June, 1801, was a red-letter day for the inT
habitants of the pretty little suburb of Paddington.
Flags hung from nearly every house, the church bells were
rung, and at intervals guns were fired. From Cornhill and.
Cheapside came City merchants in their private carriages or
lumbering hackney-coaches, and hundreds of less wealthy
people arrived on foot.
The cause of this excitement was the opening of the
Paddington Canal, an event of very great importance in the
eyes of business men. But it was not only business men who
rejoiced. The Londoner who yearned to travel saw in the new
canal a comparatively cheap way to gratify his desire, for on
this day the first pleasure-barge arrived at Paddington Basin.
It was crowded w1th passengers from Uxbridge, who spoke so
enthusiastically of their pleasant journey that many Londoners
there and then vowed to make a barge-trip at the first opportunity.
A hundred years have, however, made a great change in
Paddington Basin and its neighbourhood. The fields which
once surrounded it have long since disappeared, and big,
unlovely factories and other business premises now hide it so
completely from the public view that there are thousands of
people who have lived for many years within the compass of
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a furlong without having seen it. The passenger-barges did
not survive the introduction of railways ; the solitary barge
which now runs on Sunday mornings and afternoons, to give
the Harrow Road loafers an opportunity to qualify as
travellers at public-houses a few miles further down the canal,
is a very different kind of boat.
· The canal-boat people are little known to Londoners. Sometimes a tanned-face woman, wearing a lilac or white sunbonnet, white apron, short skirt, and heavy hobnailed boots,
is seen purchasing provisions at a stall in Edgware Road or
Harrow Road. She is picturesque and attracts attention, but
of her life, beyond that she lives in a barge, the average person
knows little and cares less.
Fortunatety, there are some people who take a kindly
interest in these water-gipsies, and foremost among them are
the special missionaries of the London City Mission. It was
in 1877 that the Society appointed Mr. Woodall to be its first
missionary to canal-boat men. Mr. Woodall began work by
going down to the towpath and jumping aboard the first
barge that came along. The steersman naturally inquired
somewhat sharply the nature of his business, and was considerably surprised when Mr. Woodall explained who he was.
After chatting with the man for some time, the missionary
.asked permission to go into the cabin and speak to his wife.
This was readily given, and in the course of his conversation
with her he discovered, to his surprise, that neither she nor
her husband could read or write. Having made his first
friends among the canal-boat people, Mr. Woodall sprang on
to a barge proceeding in the opposite direction. This work he
continued day after day, week after week, reading the Bible
.and preaching and praying whenever he found an opportunity, and from his habit of jumping from barge to barge the
boat-people named him" Spring-heeled Jack." On one occasion he slipped and fell into the water. Being unable to swim,
he would nave been drowned had not the bargemen fished
him out with their boathooks. After this misadventure Mr.
W oodall found time to learn swimming.
In 1879 the London City l\fission saw that the work was too
much for one man to cope with, and appointed a second
missionary, Mr. Bamber. For sixteen years Mr. Bamber
laboured in the east of London among the sailing-barges
which come from the coasts of Kent and Essex, but on Mr.
Woodall's retirement he was transferred to y.,r est London.
It was in Mr. Bamber's company that I recently visited the
-canal-boat people. We started at Paddington Basin where
we found some forty or fifty monkey-boats-narro~ canalbarges-some of which were waiting for the fog to clear away
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before beginning their journey. It was a cold day, and many
of the barge people were in their cabins making themselves
comfortable in front of their fires. Here and there was a lad
swabbing the deck, and a woman, wearing her black winterbonnet-similar in shape to her white summer one-peeling
potatoes. Many little children were playing about on the
deck of their floating homes. Nearly everyone would have
been improved by a good wash, but there was some excuse
for their grimy condition. Paddington Basin is a decidedly
dirty place. It is there that "slops," or street mud, as well
as the contents of dustbins, are deposited by the borough
authorities preparatory to being carried away by the barges.
The slops-cart tilts its contents into a shoot, down which the
slosh rushes into a big wooden erection somewhat resembling
a stockade. When the water has oozed through into the
canal the mud becomes "stiffened," and is then wheeled
aboard the barges and carried off to Greenford and other
places, to be used by the farmers for manure. These barges
leave Paddington in the middle of the night. The cinders
and dust, after having been carefully screened, are carried
away to West Drayton and Slough, where they are utilized for
briekmaking; the dust is mixed with the clay and the cinders
are used to burn the bricks. The barges which have taken
down the cinders and dust return to Paddington loaded with
bricks. There are, of course, many things of a cleanly nature
.sent by barge from the Paddington wharves to the Midlands,
and it is the street and house refuse alone which accounts for
the dirty condition of the majority of the chubby-faced barge
,children. In spite of their dirty faces, the youngsters looked
the picture of robust health, and a pleasing contrast to the
pale-faced, town-bred children P.laying in the streets not a
hundred yards away. Barge children undoubtedly run great
risks, while playing about on the deck of their floating home,
of falling into the canal and being drowned, but one woman
told me that she was very thankful that her flock did not have
to play in the London streets and live in danger of being run
over by carts and cabs.
Having inspected the wharves and talked with many of the
people working on them, Mr. Bamber and I went aboard the
barges.
Mr. Bamber is evidently very popular with the
canal-boat people; men, women, and children greeted him
smilingly, and raised no objection when they were toid that
he wanted to go down into their cabins and have a chat with
them. Indeed, they appeared very pleased to show us their
travelling home. And what a tiny home it is ! In a little,
low-roofed cabin, about eight feet by six, live in some cases
the bargeman, his wife, and several children. Where the
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youngsters sleep I do not know, for being a guest I did not
care to ask.
In the barge-cabin space is economized on the amusing ;:>lan
which we sometimes see advertised of turning a bedroom into
a sitting-room. The cabin-bed is really a panel of the wall,
which is pulled down when required. When not in use, a
stranger, entering a cabin for the first time, would have a difficulty in discovering the bed. The table is worked on the same
principle. Near the door is the stove, and facing it the boxseat on which three people can sit comfortably. The walls are
painted in bright colours, green and red predominating, and
oil the panels is usually depicted a castle or some other stately
scene, the artist apparently belonging to the school to which
we owe the gorgeous painting on gipsy caravans, costers' carts,
and ice-cream barrows. The jugs, mugs, and basin-the latter
is used both for washing and making puddings-are painted in
the same style. Nearly every bargeman possesses a dog, and
some keep birds. In one small cabin our party consisted of
the bargewoman, her three children, the missionary, myself, a
dog, and two birds. In most of the cabins we found two or
three people, but occasionally there was only one. After a few
minutes' chat about their daily work Mr. Bamber would turn
the conversation to things spiritual, using incidents from their
daily life to illustrate his meaning. One old man showed his
approval of the missionary's discourse by exclaiming every
now and again, "That's so," and "That's right enough," but
usually the people maintained perfect silence while he spoke
to them or prayed. Sometimes he would tell a young fellow
that he had heard of his being drunk, and, with his hand on
his shoulder, would urge him to pull himself together before
it was too late.
Drunkenness is not quite so prevalent among the canal-boat
people as it is among our town poor, but the children of
drunken barge folk must suffer more than land children, for
they cannot get aw:ty from their parents' foul language and
blows. Town children have learnt from experience that when
their parents are intoxicated the best thing they can do is to
go out of the house, but the barge children have no such
means of escape. Many barge children learn, only too soon,
what drunkenness means, and on one occasion as Mr. Bamber
was passing from barge to barge a small child of six called out
to him, " Daddy's getting drunk."
To find that a large proportion of these sturdy barge people
could neither read nor write was very saddening. That the
elder ones should be ignorant is, perhaps, not surprising, but
it is surely a disgrace to our country tbat while millions of
pounds are being spent annually on free education for the poor
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there are hundreds of hard-working men and women below
middle age, as well as a host of children, who do not even
know the alphabet. Their wandering life is, of course, the
cause of their lamentable ignorance. One man, fifty-eight
years of age, told me that he was born on a barge, and that
until he was over twenty-one he had only slept in a house five
times. Sometimes a bargewoman, who has had a slight education, makes an effort to teach her children, but her opportunities for doing so are few, for she has to work as hard, if not
harder, than her husband. She not only takes her turn at
steering the boat and driving the horse-it is a common thing
to see a bargewoman tramping along the towpath with a child
at her breast-but cooks the meals, does the washing, keeps
the cabin clean, and looks after the children.
When a bargeman or bargewoman who cannot read receives
a letter, it is straightway taken to Mr. Bamber, who makes
known its contents, and, if desired, replies to it. He reads and
writes for them, not only letters on business and family affairs,
but even love-letters. Some of the letters penned by barge
folk, who consider that they can write, are wonderful things,
and it is highly creditable to the Post Office authorities that so
many of these strangely-addressed letters reach their destination. When I was at Brentford Locks-through which 250 to
300 boats, besides other barges with simply a steerer, pass
weekly-there was only one letter stuck up in the bargeowners' office window, but it was a good specimen. It bore
the Tipton postmark, and there is no doubt that it was written
by a bargeman. Straggling over the envelope, in thick characters, which looked as if they had been drawn with an inky
skewer, was this address:
" fellelloes Morton
Office
New
branforde
Middle
sex
fore
Aline Harason boat
'Poley."

The interpretation is : "For Alan Harrison, Boat Pally, Fellows
and Morton's Office, New Brentford, Middlesex." A few days
previously, a letter, addressed "The young man wot knows
Mary Jones," was received at Brentford Locks, and reached the
bargeman for whom it was intended.
In their conversation the canal-boat people frequently come
to grief over long words. One woman informed the missionary
that a " portmanteau examination " was to be held on her
dead husband's body, and another declared that her child
died from "appycollection fits."
Canal-boat men are very good to any of their comrades who
happen to be in distress, and when a doctor tells a man that
he must cease work for a time and "tie up," the other barge16
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men, as they pass by, drop a shilling on the "tied up" barge
for its invalid master.
1
A few years ago Parliament ordained that barge children
old enough to go to school should be provided with passbooks, and wherever the barge remained for a day the
children aboard it should attend the nearest school, and the
master or mistress enter in the pass-book every attendance.
But this arrangement was not successful. The children had
a strong dislike to going to schools with land youngsters, who
were almost as strange to them as if they were foreigners, and
the teachers were not at all enthusiastic about these young birds
of passage. Indeed, it is said that many of them simply gave the
barge children a slate and pencil, set them apart from the other
pupils, and let them amuse themselves as best they could.
There is, however, one school which the barge children love
to attend--the Canal-Boat Mission Hall and Day School, held
in the London City Mission Hall, near Brentford Locks. This
school, which was opened in March, 1896, by Miss Evelyn A.
Bevan, and has for its mistress Miss Bamber, a daughter of
the missionary, is certainly one of the most remarkable in
existence. None but canal-boat children are allowed to
attend it, and the teacher never knows how many pupils she
will have. The average number of scholars is fourteen a day.
One day there may be forty or fifty; the following day there
may be only one. Sometimes the school is empty throughout
the morning and crowded in the afternoon. As the barges
rarely take more than two days to unload and load again, the
children scarcely ever attend school more than two days at a
time, but when they return to Brentford they again become
pupils. And what a strange gathering of boys and girls is to
be seen at this school ! In age they range from three to
fifteen. Some are neat and clean, others are untidy and
dirty. Many of the boys have neither coats nor waistcoats,
·and their hands and faces have the appearance of not having
been washed for a month. The unwashed are not, however,
sent home to make themselves presentable ; they are told to
go into the adjoining room, where water, soap and towels are
provided, and have a good wash. Many of the little girls
bring a toddling baby brother or sister, which naturally adds
to the difficulties of the teacher. The children are of various
grades of intelligence; some learn quickly, but others are
painfully dense, and take a year or two to master the alphabet.
Quite recently a youth of seventeen attended the school for a
day and a half, but he had only learnt the first seven letters
of the alphabet when he had to start off again to Staffordshire.
Sunday-school is held in the morning and afternoon. In
the same building there is a maternity-room, which bargewomen can occupy for 2s. 6d. a week, making their own
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arrangements for doctor and nurse. Remembering the very
limited space of the cabins, and that the barges are frequently
far away from medical aid, it can be understood that the
maternity-room is a great boon.
The Canal-Boat Mission Hall and Day School is doing
excellent work, but it is believed that with larger accommodat.ion its usefulness could be vastly increased. Therefore the
missionary and his friends are making an earnest effort to
build at Brentford a small institute which shall contain, in
addition to a large schoolroom and better maternity accommodation, a wash-house and a reading-room. Evening classes
for young bargemen and women will be held, and coffee, tea,
and other refreshments sold. The Grand Junction Canal
Company has offered an excellent site, close to the locks and
near to the spot where on Sunday evenings, during the
summer, Mr. Bamber holds an open-air service. The cost of
building and furnishing the institute is estimated at £800,
and £260 has already been received. The institute will do
much to better the condition of the can~l-boat people, and
therefore it is to be hoped that the required £540 will soon
be forthcoming.
HENRY CHARLES MooRE.
---·~~---

'QI:ht jftonth.
HE announcement that the Bishop of London had fixed a subject for
the second Round Table Conference, had chosen its members, and
T
arranged the time of meeting, was received with respectful hut not very
acute interest. This time the Conference is to consider " Confession and
Absolution," topics which, it will be agreed, are very much in the minds
of English Churchmen just now. The members of the Conference, who
will see the Old Year out and the New Year in at Fulham, are here, for
purposes of comparison, set side by side with the list of Bishop Creighton's
gathering:
1900.
1901-1902.
Dr. Barlow (now Dean of PeterThe Dean of Christ Church.
Professor Swete.
borough).
The Rev. Prebendary Bevan.
Professor Moberly.
Professor Mason.
The Rev. Dr. Bigg.
The Rev. Dr. Wace.
The Rev. N. Dimock.
Canon Gore.
The Rev. Dr. Gee.
Professor Moule (now Bishop of
The Rev. T. W. Drury.
Canon Aitkin.
Durham).
Canon Body.
Canon Newbolt.
The Rev. Dr. Robertson.
Canon the Hon. E. Lyttelton.
Canon Childe.
Canon Armitage Robinson.
The Rev. R. M. Benson.
Professor Sanday.
The Rev. V. S. S. Coles.
The Rev. Prebendary Wace.
Lord Halifax.
The Earl of Stamford.
Lord Halifax.
Chancellor P. V. Smith.
Chancellor P. V. Smith.
Mr. W. J. Birkbeck.
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It will be seen that the names indicate a fair balance of power between
the two chief opposing schools of thought, although it seem~ odd that
the Broad Churchmen should practically be excluded from gatherings of
this character. Have they no right to their view of what the Church
may mean as to Confession and Absolution? There is no one on the
Evangelical side at all corresponding to the extreme position marked by
Mr. Stuckey Coles, Father Benson, and Lord Halifax, and this is the
most obvious deficiency in the constitution of the gathering. No doubt
it was advisable to get, as far as possible, a new body of men, lest it
should be said that a kind of permanent committee was sitting to settle
the differences of the English Church, but the loss of the unequalled
erudition of the Rev. N. Dimock must be felt. It will be seen that Dr.
W ace is the only clerical member common to the two Conferences. It
will be remembered that he acted as Chairman in 1900, and edited the
report of the Conference.

The difficulty most people feel in regard to such gatherings as these is
to discover their value. With all respect to the London Diocesan Conference, it is a little difficult to see quite what the last Round Table
Conference did, or what the new Conference may be expected to do.
So far as any influence on the breach between the extreme Anglicans and
the rest of the Church is concerned, the first Conference would appear to
have been absolutely futile. Of course, it is just possible that the main
body of Church-people were in some way affected; but it may fairly be
alleged that there are no signs of this, or, indeed, that the main body of
such persons as much as knew the Conference existed. The other
gathering bad, indeed, one value for the student; it showed the strength
of the position held by sober Churchmen, and the utter impossibility of
reconciling that position with the views of the Lord Halifax party. But,
really, there was nothing very novel about this. Perhaps the new Conference may have some more definite value.
The appointment of Bishop Welldon to the stall at Westminster held
by Canon Gore has been welcomed on all sides. It implies a diRtinct
accession of strength to the clerical forces of the diocese-an accession
which will help to keep in check the tendency to extreme and fantastic
Anglican ism. It should also imply a distinct gain to the cause of Foreign
Missions on their home side. Bishop W elldon is hardly the man whom
the critic will accuse of ecclesiasticism, or sentimentality, or bigotry, or
any of the crimes occasionally alleged as the peculiar characteristics of
persons who think the last command of our Lord ought still to be deemed
binding upon us. Dr. Welldon must be counted with the Bishops of
Calcutta who had but short reigns-Heber, James, and Turner. The
see has not yet been founded a century, but it has had nine Bishops
already.
One interesting side of the appointment is its relation to the attitude
taken up by Canon Henson towards the question of Home Reunion-an
attitude in which he seems to some extent to have Canon Armitage
Robinson with him. If Dr. Welldon agreed that it was time to acknowledge the Non-Episcopal Churches of Great Britain as real and true
Churches, possessing valid orders and valid Sacraments, then the Westminster revolt against a typical doctrine of the extreme Anglicans would
take a new form. At present it has very much the air of a protest
against the extreme application of the doctrine of a Visible Church
which has helped so many people on to Rome, and the resultant doctrine
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"No Bishops, No Church," which has raised so deep a feeling against us
in Protestant Nonconformity.
As bad been generally anticipated, the Islington Clerical Meeting has
been placed in the bands of a committee. It has been decided that a
body of twelve clergymen, six resident in London and six in the country,
shall in the future have the general control and management of the
meeting. Dean Barlow, who is still Vicar of Islington, will be president
in 1902, and the Rev. C. J. Procter will act as hon. secretary. The first
committee consists of the Bishop of Durham, the Bishop of Liverpool,
the Dean of Peterborough, Chancellor Allan Smith, Archdeacon Hughes
Games, the Rev. Prebendary H. E. Fox, the Rev. Prebendary Wace, the
Rev. Prebendary Webb-Peploe, the Rev. Waiter Abbott, the Rev. A. E.
Barnes-Lawrence, the Rev. Hubert Brooke, and the Rev. C. J. Procter.
The 1902 meeting will be held on Tuesday, January 14, at Mildmay
Conference Hall. The General Subject will be : " The Duty of the
Church of England to the Nation "-(a) in removing hostility and
apathy-the Rev. Dr. Nickson and the Rev. J. E. Watts-Ditchfield;
(b) in effecting conversions-the Rev. W. H. Stone and the Rev. A. B. G.
Lillingston; (c) in perfecting the Saints-Prebendary Webb-Peploe and
the Rev. Canon Roxby; (d) in winning the young-the Rev. E. A.
Stuart, the Rev. J. S. Tucker, and the Rev. H. H. Gibbon. There is
ample opportunity here for some extremely interesting and useful papers ;
but the first programme issued by the committee is not unusually
attractive. There is no marked and immediate ponnection between the
subject and the special anxieties of the time ; but this may very well be
supplied by the speakers.
The editorial notes of the C.M.S. Intelligencer, discussing the financial
position of the Society, and the need of new income, dwell upon a fact
which needs wider attention than it has hitherto received from clergy
and their people :
"The great thing to be done is to reach the laity of the Church. Not
the millionaires-except, indeed, such as may be whole-hearted Christians
-but the numerous wealthy or well-to-do men, particularly in the great
towns of the Midlands and the North, who are communicants, and many
of whom are now 'guinea' subscribers. It is hardly fair to expect the
clergy to appeal to them individually. The clergy, overburdened with
parochial anxieties, want the larger gifts of such men for local objects,
which, being near, loom large. There are not many vicars who, if a
churchwarden came and said, 'I have got £500 to give away just now:
what shall I give it to?' would reply: 'The evangelization of the world
is the first and greatest duty of the Church: give it to that'; and
although there are some who would say it, it would be unfair and unreasonable to blame the great majority who would not. But these
others would be sincerely glad if such large gifts were given to missions
in response to an appeal from somebody else. What we have to do is to
find the somebody else ; and our belief is that we must use laymen to reach
laymen. But the clergy can, and should, do this: set forth (1) in frequent sermons the greatness of the missionary enterprise as the fulfilment of Christ's commission : (2) the obligation upon every Christian to
· take an individual share in the work ; (3) the Christian duty of systematic
giving, to any object, on a very different scale from that which is
common."

---&---
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THEOLOOICAL AND ECCLESIASTICAL WORKS.

Ordination Addresses. By the Right Rev. WILLIAM STUBBS, D.D., late
Bishop of Oxford. London : Longmans and Co.
Bishop Stubbs had, in anticipation of resigning the See of Oxford,
chosen some of his MSS. with a view to their publication. The end
came before he had himself prepared them for publication, and, aR a
result, these ordination sermons are issued " practically as they were
written-written, generally, straight off at a sitting." One outstanding
characteristic is at once manifest : they deal directly with their subject.
They speak to men of their call to the office of the ministry, of the
qualifications of the candidate, of his temptations, of his inner life, and
of his future trials. We cannot imagine a devout candidate for Holy
Orders reading this volume without being helped by it. The simple,
practical nature of the Bishop's advice and warning is nearly always
uppermost. One example may suffice. Dr. Stubbs is talking of some
doubts and questionings, and he says: " Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ
with all your heart; believe in His Word and His promises; put your
whole trust and confidence in Him, ready to stake your eternal life on
His truth and faithfulness, but remember that faith is not sight, and the
methods and proof to which faith is amenable are not the methods of
mathematical analysis."
Old Anglicanism and Modern Ritualism. By the Rev. F. MEYRJCK.
London : Skeffington and Son.
Canon Meyrick's volume, the substance of which will be familiar to
readers of the CHURCHMAN, appears opportunely just now. The witness
of Hooker, Andrewes, Laud, Cosin, and others, is drawn out in detail to
show that Caroline theology was Protestant, and that the modern NeoAnglican School has no English ancestry on this side of the Reforma.
tion. The volume should do good service. We hope it will be widely
read and its testimony considered with candour.
The Son of Man : A Simple History of the Life of Our Lord Jesus Christ.
By ALEY Fox. London : Elliot Stock.
This is an unambitious life of our Lord, written with an eye to the
needs of those who do not want an elaborate narrative, but a simple
record of the facts. The words of holy Scripture are, as far as possible,
used, and the author's own language is reverent, without affectation.
The tone is Anglican. The illustrations are effective, and marked by
fidelity to Oriental life. The general get-up of the volume is neat and
tasteful.
The Heart's Desire: A Book of Family Prayers. By the Rev. G. S.
BARRETT, the Rev. G. E. AsKER, the Rev. W. ROBERTS, and the
Rev. W. T. RoWLEY. Edited by the Rev. R. Jarrett. London:
R.T.S.
This is a volume designed to help in the systematic use of family
prayer. The arrangement is for thirteen weeks, with special provision
for Christmas Day, New Year's Day, Good Friday, Easter and Whit·
Sund';\ys. A well-chosen passage of Scripture is suggested for each
morning and evening. The prayers have two excellent qualities in their
simplicity and directness, whilst they have all been kept within moderate
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length. There are many households in which such a volume will be
welcomed.

Thoughts by the Way. By F. C. WooDHOUSE, M. .A.. London: S.P.C.K.
Canon Woodhouse's volume is well suited for private meditation or for
reading aloud. He writes simply and clearly, with abundant reference to
Holy Scripture, and with a wealth of illustrative quotation.
Divine Song in its Human Echoes. By the Rev. J. GEORGE GIBSON.
London : Elliot Stock.
This is a new edition of a series of short, simple sermons on some
familiar hymns.
Side-Lights on the Bible. By Mrs. BRIGHTWEN. London: R.T.S.
In this well-illustrated volume Mrs. Bright wen deals with some details
in Eastern life which occur in Holy Scripture, explaining them by her
account of various objects collected in the East. The book will help
young Bible readers.
FOREIGN MISSIONS.

Outline of a Histmy of Protestant Missions. By GuSTAV WARNECK.
Authorized Translation. Edinburgh and London : Oliphant, Anderson and Ferrier.
l!'oreign Missions. By the Right Rev. E. T. CHURTON, D.D., late Bishop
of Nassau. London: Longmans and Co.
Every accurate student of the history of foreign missions has some
acquaintance with Dr. Warneck's admirable work, either in the original
or in an English dress. The book first appeared twenty years ago, and
an English version of the second edition was published in 1884. Since
then the work has been rewritten, and has, of course, very largely increased in size. The present translation is from the seventh edition,
issued in September last. Every such work tends inevitably to get out
of date almost as soon as it is written. Thus, even in this latest edition
the reader will not find some things for which, as the book has only just
appeared in England, he may incautiously look. He will find British
agencies amply and frankly discussed ; but it is perhaps on account
of its full treatment of Continental, especially German, work that this
survey will be most valued. We are always under a temptation to think
only of our own missions, and so, on the one hand, to underestimate the
amount of work actually done, and, on the other, to lose the stimulus and
instruction which may be derived from the study of other agencies. We
cannot doubt but that this volume will be widely used amongst the increasing number of people who in a systematic way study the work of
foreign missions.
The al!tonishing lack of perception which is in part responsible for the
weakly condition of the distinctively High Church missionary organizations must also be held responsible· for the choice of Bishop Churton to
write the volume on the subject in the "Oxford Library of Practical
Theology." Bishop Churton is just back from a Colonial diocese which
he has left in some disorder because of his own extreme practices and
teaching. Neither by experience, by reading, nor yet by temper, does
he seem competent to undertake a manual on foreign missions. His
book is, in fact, a melancholy example of a lost opportunity. His own
school within the English Church very much needs to be stirred to a
larger interest in foreign missions. Ornate and disloyal ritual in many
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cases goes with every sign of coldness towards the needs of the nonChristian world. Even the main body of less extreme High Churchmen
show far less interest in the subject than the corresponding section of
the Evangelicals. This book might have done something to repair a
condition of things already much deplored by spiritually-minded High
Churchmen, but as it stands it can be of little or no use in this way. It
is hardly a book about its subject ; its title is an almost ludicrous misnomer. Practically, Bishop Churton gives us little more than his opinions
how a copy of the Anglican Church, as she is represented by her extreme
members, should be set up in a strange land. There is much, therefore,
about his idea of the Church, the necessity of Episcopacy, the prerogatives of a Bishop, the use of Brotherhoods, and the advantages of ritual,
but of the heart and core of the subject all too little. There are occasional illustrations which suggest a superficial acquaintance with a very
restricted- missionary literature, but of any adequate knowledge of the
Church's foreign missions there is no sign at all. A single example will
illustrate this aspect :
"During the last century missionary enterprise has had eminent advocates, founders, and benefactors. And it has had its great pioneers, whose
names still live in those regions where they first unfurled the banner of
the Cross. Succeeding to their labours, we have a cluster of thriving
missions in South Africa, a good hold on the islands of the Pacific, fair
promise in Zanzibar and the Nyasa and round the equator, manful effort
at least in those directions where progress is slowest, as in Eastern Asia;
while in America, Australia, New Zealand, weak colonial churches are
helped to complete their own task of evangelization."
The vague generalities "around the equator" and "in Eastern Asia"
may be a way of saying as little as possible of C.M.S. work, but it is just
possible that they only cover a weak knowledge of the subject. His
practical suggestions in regard to the missionary and his work are sometimes such as can be welcomed. Thus Bishop Churton insists on the
missionary's call, and clearly contemplates the "call with authority" for
which wavering candidates occasionally wait. He has sensible words
to say upon some of the objections to foreign missions and their influence on the missionary's own mind. In another place he puts in a useful
plea for more regard on the part of the Church at home for the followers
of non-Christian religions who may be temporarily resident in England.
But, on the whole, most of the things with which we are able to agree
are commonplaces of their subject. One of the most curious parts of
Bishop Churton's volume is Appendix I., in which he discusses "Some
Modern Phases of Missionary Activity in Comparison of Methods." The
contents answer poorly to this promising title. Many readers may be
tempted to suppose that the chief aim of the author is to dwell on the
missionary enterprise of the Church of Rome, to extol its methods, and
accept at Rome's own valuation its actual results. In the meantime the
work of Protestant Nonconformity-most inadequately and superficially
treated-receives either lofty condescension or actual detraction. A careful comparison of the missionary methods of the English Church and of
British Nonconformity would have been welcome, whilst some candid
statement of the way in which Romanism does its best to sap and
hinder the work of other missions would also have been useful. Instead
of that, Bishop Churton is content to eulogize Rome. Possibly, however,
the reason is the very simple one already suggested. There is nothing in
this book to show that its author has any adequate knowledge of the
mission field and its problems. His tenderness towards Rome may therefore be traced to natural predilection, encouraged by a generous ignorance
of the facts.

